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Round Up Lessons
Lessons For Revision

● Spending Evening with the Family.
● Describing Your House.
● My Favourite Food.
● Shopping For Clothes.
● My Favourite Season.
● Holidays.
● The Place We Live in.
● We Like to Travel.

How well do you know these words and expressions?

Let’s give your English a brushup!
Spending Evening with the Family.

1. Tell what you usually do with your family when you gather 
at home in the evening.

2. Tell the same story in the Present Continuous Tense.

3. Ask your friend what he/she usually does with his/her family 
in the evening.

Example: Do you watch TV?
Does your mother iron?

4. Imagine you are talking on the phone with your friend 
from England right now. Make up the dialogue.

A: Are you ironing?

LESSON

to read books, to draw, to iron, to sing a song, to 
cook, to talk on the phone, to lie on the sofa, to 
write a letter, to play computer games, to dance, 
to watch TV, to listen to the music, child-children, 
man-men, woman-women, foot-feet, tooth-teeth, 
goose-geese, mouse-mice, deer-deer, fish-fish, sheep-
sheep, ox-oxen, wife-wives, knife-knives, lady-ladies
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B: Yes, I am. I am ironing.
A: …………….
B: …………….

5. Choose what you do when it is cold outside or when it is 
warm.

Example: When it is cold I read books at home.
When it is warm I …

to read books    to play badminton
to play football   to swim
to go for a walk   to write a letter
to play computer games  to listen to the music
to walk with a dog   to draw

6. Count and say how many babies these animals have.

Example: This goose has …
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7. Make up sentences and translate them.

Read
Wash
Write
Listen
Clean

this
your
a
your
to the

letter!
hands!
book!        Don’t
teeth!
music!

watch
swim
play
lie

on the sofa!
in the 
river!
in the park!
TV!

8. Listen, read and learn:

The Little Mice.
The Little Mice stay in their holes,
And hide themselves by day;
But when the house is still at night,
The mice come out to play.

9. Write down questions and begin them with the words given 
in brackets.

1) We are reading books now. (Are, What, When).
2) Sam is lying on the sofa now. (Is, Where, When).
3) My grandmother usually cooks tasty pies. (Who, When, 
What).

10. Riddles

You have it,   There are many pictures in it,
You can read it,  What is it?

       

How well do you know these words and expressions?

Let’s give your English a brushup.
Describing Your House.

window, chair, arm-chair, book-case, picture, table, 
mirror, sofa, kitchen, bedroom, bathroom, dining-room, 
door, living-room, flat, wall, wardrobe, bed, carpet, 
clock, cupboard, floor, fridge, lamp, furniture, to invite 
guests, with pleasure, comfortable, yesterday, last 
week, last month, last year, then, ago

LESSON

(A book)
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1. This is Nick. He is from America. He wants to 
know about your flat or the house you live in. 
What can you tell him?

2. Answer the questions:

1) Where do people live? 
2) What rooms are there in the flat or in the house?
3) What furniture is there in the kitchen (bedroom,
living-room)?
4) What is your favourite room?
5) Where do people usually sleep?
6) Where do people usually eat?
7) Where do people usually wash face and hands and clean 
teeth?
8) Do you like to invite guests?
9) Is your flat comfortable?

3. Imagine you invited your friend Pete from Moscow. You 
must show your house to him. What can you tell about your 
house?

4. a) Look at the picture and complete the sentences.

Example: There are some … .
There are no … .
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b) Look at this picture again, then close it and let your 
classmates answer your questions. 

Example: Is there any … ? Yes, there is.
Are there any … ? No, there aren’t.

5. Listen attentively and translate.

1) There are no children in the picture.
2) There is somebody in the kitchen.
3) Was anybody in the park yesterday?
4) There was nothing on the wall.
5) Nobody invited Marat to the birthday party.
6) He goes nowhere this month.

6. Listen, read and learn.

I like to look through window-panes,
At people walking outside.
But though it’s fun to look at them
It’s best to be at home inside.

7. Fill in: am, is, are, was, were.

Hello! My name … Chetag. I … ten. I live  with my family 
in a big house. There … 4 rooms in my house: kitchen, 
bedroom, living-room, bathroom. There … a beautiful carpet 
in the bedroom. Last month there … no carpet in this room. 
There … two big bookcases with a lot of books in them in 
the living-room. Last year there … not any bookcases at all. 
Yesterday my father bought a table and now there … a big 
table in our kitchen. Last week I invited my friend. He … 
very glad to come to my place. My family and I like to spend 
evening in our comfortable house.

8. Find as many words as you can.
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9. Riddles.

I have a face,    I am on the wall
I have a little hand,  I am in your hand
I have a big hand.   When you look at me
I have no feet,   You can se your face.
I can run.       
What am I?

What has four legs
But is not an animal?

LESSON
Let’s give your English a brushup!

My Favourite Food.
Shopping For Clothes.

How well do you know these words and expressions?

vegetables, fruit, cheese, bread, milk, coffee, sugar, water, 
meat, jam, potato, tomato, cucumber, onion, carrot, apple, 
banana, watermelon, pear, apricot, spoon, fork, knife-
knives, plate, porridge, ice-cream, egg, drink-drank, 
grow-grew, eat-ate, buy-bought, go-went, have-had, take-
took, cut-cut, read-read, bottle, glass, cup, loaf, jar, piece, 
bowl, kilo, lunch, dinner, supper, breakfast, food, coat, 
hat, trousers, jeans, sweater, skirt, cap, boots, mittens, 
shorts, T-shirt, size, put on, take off, shirt, blouse, jacket, 
sandals, shoes, raincoat, tights, high boots, to wear-wore, 
dress, to try on, small-smaller-the smallest, good-better-
the best, clever-cleverer-the cleverest, bad-worse-the 
worst, nice-nicer-the nicest, large-larger-the largest, big-
bigger-the biggest, hot-hotter-the hottest, happy-happier-
the happiest, funny-funnier-the funniest, beautiful-more 
beautiful-the most beautiful, interesting-more interesting-
the most interesting

(A mirror)

(O’clock)

(A chair, a table)
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1. Name:

- fruit and vegetables;
- food you eat in winter;
- food you eat in summer;
- things you wear on your feet;
- things you wear when it is warm;
- things you wear when it is cold;
- things that only women wear;
- things that only men wear;
- things that both men and women can wear.

2. Describe what these people are wearing.

3. Dzerassa went shopping yesterday. Look at the pictures 
and name what she bought.

Mrs. White Ann NickMr. White
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1. Do you know that people can't live without food and 
clothes?

People cannot live without food. Meat comes from 
animals. People eat domestic birds too. Eggs come 
from birds. Milk comes from cows. From milk people 
make butter and cheese. From plants we get fruit and 
vegetables. A lot of fruit grew on trees: apples, bananas, 
pears, apricots. Some people grow their food, but usually 
we buy it. Remember the proverbs: An apple a day 
keeps the doctor away! Eat a lot of fruit and vegetables! 
They’ve got a lot of vitamins.

People cannot live without clothing. When it is cold 
we must wear warm clothes: a coat, high boots, a hat, 
mittens, sweater, jeans or trousers. And when it is warm 
you must wear sandals, shorts, a T-shirt, a cap, a skirt. 
When children go to school they must wear uniforms. 
When you go for a walk you also must have special clothes.

5. Read the questions in A, choose and read the right answers 
in B.

A
Can people live without 
food?
Do people eat domestic 
animals?
How do people get meat?

How do people get eggs?
How do people get milk?
How do we get fruit and 
vegetables?
Where do a lot of fruit 
grow?
What do people wear 
when it is cold?
What do people wear 
when it is warm?
What must children wear 
when they are at school?

B 
- They must wear uniform.

- People get eggs from 
birds.
- They wear coat, high 
boots, trousers, hat, mittens, 
sweater.
- Fruit and vegetables.
- Yes, they do.
- People get meat from 
animals.
- They wear sandals, cap, 
T-shirt, shorts.
- We get fruit and 
vegetables from plants.
- A lot of fruit grows 
on trees.
- People get milk from 
cows.
- No, they can’t.
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6. Give the Past Tense of these verbs:

buy - eat -
take -  go - 
grow -  have -
drink -  cut - 
read -  watch -
play -  look - 
cook -  be -

7. Give the degrees of comparison of these adjectives:

long __________ the longest
beautiful more beautiful __________
__________ shorter __________
large __________ __________
__________ __________ the most interesting
__________ bigger __________
__________ happier __________
good __________ __________
__________ __________ the worst

8. Write what Alana must or mustn’t do.

get up early V
wash hands and face V
clean teeth V
go to the zoo X
go to school V
swim in the river X
read books V
buy fruit and vegetables V
lie on the sofa X
buy a present for mother V
eat ice-cream X

9. Riddles.

I am white,    I am yellow,
I am good to drink.   I am made from milk
What am I?    You eat me with bread.(Milk) (Butter)
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How well do you know these words and expressions?

1. How many seasons are there in a year? What are they? 
How many months are there in a year? What are they? How 
many days are there in a year? 

2. Guess what season it is:

a) The season between autumn and spring, when it is 
cold and there is a lot of snow. 

b) The season between spring and autumn, when the 

LESSONLet’s give your English a brushup!
My Favourite Season.

Holidays.

winter, spring, summer, autumn, snow, rain, sun, 
to shine-shone, weather, to be over, to begin-
began, to come-came, to run-ran, December, 
January, February, March, April, May, June, 
July, August,  September, October, November, 
one-eleven, two-twelve, three-thirteen, four-
fourteen, five-fifteen, six-sixteen, seven-seventeen, 
eight-eighteen, nine-nineteen, ten, twenty, 
thirty, forty,fifty, sixty,  seventy, eighty, ninety, 
hundred, month, the first,  the second, the third, 
the fourth, the fifth, the sixth,  the seventh, 
the eighth, the ninth, the tenth, the eleventh, 
the twelfth, the thirteenth, the fourteenth, the 
fifteenth, the sixteenth, the seventeenth, the 
eighteenth, the nineteenth, the twentieth, the 
thirtieth, the fortieth, the fiftieth, the sixtieth, 
the seventieth, the eightieth, the ninetieth, 
the hundredth, to celebrate, holiday, present, 
birthday, to invite, Djeorguba, Thanksgiving Day, 
to be born, Halloween, Easter, Nogbon, tomorrow, 
next, soon, New Year, Christmas, a Christmas 
Tree, Happy Birthday, Happy New Year, Father 
Christmas, Snow Maiden, to decorate, to wish, 
a greeting card, bad-badly, slow-slowly, quick-
quickly, good-well
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sun is hot and you may lie in the sun.  
c) The season between winter and summer, when birds 

come back from hot countries.
d) The season between summer and winter, when it is 

raining and the leaves are yellow, red, orange.

3. Make a weather forecast.

Britain   It will…  tomorrow.
Moscow   It will…  tomorrow.
Vladikavkaz  It will…  tomorrow.

4. Name in English, in Ossetian and in Russian:

- summer months;  - autumn months; 
- winter months;  - spring months.

5. Say what date it will be tomorrow.

Example: It will be the sixteenth of March tomorrow.
16|III, 7|XI, 1|X, 23|II, 15|VI, 31|1

6. Tell your classmates when you were born.

Example: I was born on the first of June.

7. Name what Ossetian, Russian and English holidays you 
know.

8. Tell when people celebrate Djeorguba, Christmas, Nogbon, 
Thanksgiving Day, Easter, New Year, Halloween.

9. Write a letter to your friend where you tell how to 
celebrate your favourite holiday!

10. Imagine that it will be New Year tomorrow. What will you 
do to prepare for this holiday? 

Example: I will buy presents …

11. Listen and read aloud.

The Golden Year.

January brings the snow,
Makes our feet and fingers glow.
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February brings the rain,
Frozes the lake again.

March brings breezes,
And dancing winds.

April brings the leaves in green.

May is wonderful and fresh,
Rainy, sunny and so smash.

June brings tulips, lilies, roses,
Fills the children hands with posies.

July brings us shining sun,
That’s why lie we in the sun.

August brings a lot of corn,
Then the harvest home is born.

Warm September brings the fruit.

Fresh October bring us nuts.

Dull November brings us rain
And the leaves that fall like rain.

Cold December brings us snow
Christmas presents in it's glow.

12. Riddles.

I am big,    It is white
I am in the sky   It is cold
I give light    You can ski on it
What am I?    What is it?(The sun) (Snow)
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LESSON Let’s give your English a brushup!
The Place We Live in.

We like to Travel.

How well do you know these words?

1. Look at the pictures and say how people get to different 
places of  Russia.

bus, trolley-bus, car, taxi, tram, train, plane, 
means of transport, route-taxi, to cross the street, 
to get on, to get off, street lights, town, city, metro, 
to go by car, to go on foot, ship, boat, road, river, 
mountain, forest, field, lake, sea, ocean, country, 
continent, south, east, north, west, North America, 
South America, Africa, Europe, Asia, Australia,  
Antarctica

St.Petersburg

Saratov Kiev

Moscow

Odessa
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2. Listen to the dialogues and learn them by heart.

a) A: What bus do I take to the country?
B: Take bus 81.
A: Look, bus 81 is coming.
B: Oh, thank you for your help.

b) A: How was your travelling?
B: It was wonderful.
А: Did you go to the Black sea?
B: Yes, we did.
A: Did you stay at the hotel?
B: We did. It was very comfortable.
A: Did you go there by car, by train or by plane?
B: We went there by car.
A: How lucky you are.

3. Do you remember Safety Rules? What are they?

4. Think of different means of transport and say which one is 
fast, which one is faster and which one is the fastest.

5. Make up a story.

a) street, street lights, to cross the street, to go by car 
(bus, tram,  trolley-bus, route-taxi), to get on the bus, to 
get off the bus, town, city, road.
b) mountain, river, forest, country, south (north), to travel, 
for a week, in summer (winter, autumn, spring).

6. Tell the class about your trip to some place. Use the following 
text as an example.

My Trip to Grandparents
My grandparents live far from here. Last summer 

I went to the town where my grandfather and 
grandmother live. It is a very nice place. The town 
stands on the river Volga. I can go there either by train 
or by ship. I like to go by ship. So I went there by ship.
The weather was fine. I had a very good time at my 
grandparents.

7. Draw a map with mountains, rivers, forests, lakes, etc. Mark 
South, North, West, East.

8. Write a few sentences about your last travelling.
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I want to go on holiday
In the winter when the weather is cold
We wear coats and hats in the park
And we play in the snow
Go North, go North, where the weather is cold.

10. Riddles

It is flying,
It is carrying us so far, very far.
To the North, to the South, to the East
And even to the West.

9. Listen to the song and sing it.

Go South, Go North!
I want to go on holiday
In the summer when the weather is hot
We wear shorts and T-shirts on the beach
And we swim in the sea.
Go South, go South, where the weather is hot.

(A plane)
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Bubu and Granny’s Secret.

HOME-READING

*letter ['letq] – дамгъæ
*instead of [in'sted] – бæсты
*in low mood [mu:d] – йæ чемы нæй
*of course [qv 'kO:s] – бæгуыдæр
*poor marks – æвзæр бæрæггæнæнтæ
*to drop one’s eye – йæ цæстытæ бынмæ æруагъта
*to be afraid of – тæрсын
*snake [sneik] – калм
*beast [bi:st] – сырд
*understand ['Andq'st'xnd] – æмбарын
*to bang [bxN] – цæвын
*to embrace ["Im'breIs] – хъæбыс кæнын
When Bubu was four years old he knew all letters*. 

But he often mixed some letters. That’s why he read “big” 
instead* of “dig”, “mew” instead of “new”, “free” instead of 
“tree”.

Three years passed. Now Bubu was at school. He 
usually came home in a low mood*.

One day Bubu’s teacher came to see Granny. They 
were talking in Granny’s room. Then the teacher went 
away.

 –We were talking with your teacher, - said Granny to 
Bubu.  

– Do you know what she said to me?
Bubu knew, of course*.
– I know, she came to you because of my poor marks*.
– No, my dear. Your teacher thinks that I have a very 

clever grandson. The trouble is … that your reading is 
not very good.

Bubu dropped his eyes*.
–But, Granny, I am afraid* to read, - he said.
Granny smiled and said:
– I was also afraid to read books when I was a little 

girl. 
– But why are you afraid to read books?
– Because there are snakes*, beasts*, dragons in them.
Granny began laughing.
– O, my dear! I understand* you very well. I know 

what yo must do. You must try my method. You must not 
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tell my secret to anybody. Ok? Just bang* the table three 
times. That’s all.

– Ok, – he answered happily.
From that day Bubu wasn’t afraid to read books any 

longer. He was reading and reading. And when he came 
across dragons, crocodiles, beasts in the stories he banged 
the table:
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1. Match the words in column A with those in column B to form 
a phrase.

A
1. to mix
2. to come
3. low
4. poor
5. to drop
6. to tell
7. three
8. to bang
9. Granny’s
10. to read

B
a. marks
b. one’s secret
c. secret
d. times
e. the table
f. home
g. method
h. letters
i. books
j. moods

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

2. Agree or disagree.

1. Bubu mixed some letters.
2. Bubu usually came home happy.
3. Bubu’s friend came to see Granny.
4. Bubu’s reading was poor.
5. Granny had a secret method.
6. Bubu banged his head when he read the stories.
7. Bubu gave the secret to all the class.

– Bang! … Bang! ... Bang! …
One day the teacher asked Bubu to read a tale. Bubu’s 

reading was good. Then he stopped and read the last 
sentence once more and … 

– Bang! … Bang! ... Bang! …
The teacher liked Bubu’s reading very much.
– Bubu, today your reading is wonderful but why did 

you bang the table?
– It’s Granny’s method!
And he told her about Granny’s method.
After school Bubu returned home. When he saw Granny 

he began to cry. 
– What is the matter with you? – asked Granny.
– I gave your secret to all our class …
Granny smiled and *embraced Bubu.

T. Guru
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3. a) Say who:  

1) came home in a low mood;
2) came to see Granny;
3) had a secret method.
b) Say what:

1) Bubu was afraid of;
2) came to see Granny;
3) had a secret method.

4. Answer the questions:

a) Did Bubu know all the letters when he was four years 
old?
b) Who came to see Granny one day?
c) What did the teacher say to Granny?
d) Why was Bubu’s reading poor?
e) Why was Bubu afraid to read?
f) What method did Granny have?
g) Did this method help Bubu?
h) Why did Bubu cry when he came home from school?

5. Tell about Bubu and his Granny's secret. This plan will 
help you.

a) how Bubu mixed letters;
b) Bubu in a low mood;
c) teacher came to see Granny;
d) poor reading;
e)Bubu is afraid of;
f) Granny’s secret method;
g) the teacher liked Bubu’s reading
h) Bubu’s crying.
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SCHOOL LIFE
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LESSON WE LEARN

1. Look at the pictures and learn:

pen – ручкæ

textbook – ахуыргæнæн чиныг

dictionary – дзырдуат

timetable – расписани

blackboard – фæйнæгdesk – партæ

exercise-book – тетрад

rubber – фыстхалæн

cassette-recorder – магнитофон

ruler – линейкæ

pencil – кърандас
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WE LISTEN

WE LEARN

2. Look at the picture at p. 21 and describe it.

3. Tell to your classmates what you have in your school-bag.

4. Learn to pronounce the new words.

5. Listen to the questions and answer them.

6. Learn to read the new words and sentences:

[e] pen, a pen-pens, a black pen, a red pen. I want to 
write a letter. But I need a pen.
[e] pencil, a pencil-pencils, draw in pencil. He can draw in 
pencil very well. It’s my favourite pencil.
[x] blackboard ['blxkbO:d], a blackboard-blackboards, on 
the blackboard, at the blackboard. Is there an English 
word on the blackboard? The pupil is at the blackboard.
[e] textbook ['tekstbuk], a textbook-textbooks. Fatima has 
many text-books in her schoolbag.
[e] exercise-book ['eksqsaiz'buk], an exercise-book- 
exercise-books. Open your exercise - books, please. Have 
you got an exercise-book?
[e] cassette-recorder [kq'set'ri'kO:dq], cassette-recorder- 
cassette-recorders. We must have a video, a computer and 
a cassette-recorder in our classroom.
[A] rubber, a rubber-rubbers, a pencil with a rubber. Give 
me the rubber, please. Do you like my new blue rubber?
[u] ruler, a ruler-rulers. Your ruler is longer than my 
ruler. Where are the rulers? Pupils must have pens, 
pencils, rubbers, rulers, exercise-books and text-books in 
their school-bags.
[e] desk, a desk-desks, to sit at the desk. There are 
fourteen desks in the classroom. There is one textbook 
and two pens on the desk.
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[ai] timetable, school timetable, on the timetable. Look 
at the timetable!
[I] dictionary ['dIkSnqrI], a dictionary-dictionaries, a 
Russian-English dictionary, an English-Ossetian dictionary. 
Do you have any dictionaries on your desk?

7. Read the words. Choose what you have on your desks.

plate, book, text-book, knife, pen, pencil, computer, 
sweater, bird, dictionary, ball, rubber, hat, ruler, 
exercise-book, bag, school-bag, skies, blackboard, picture, 
chair.

8. Look at the picture of the classroom at p.23 and give 
answers to Mike’s questions. Choose a partner and play the 
dialogue:

Mike: What is there in the classroom?
George: ………………. .
Mike: Where are the books?
George: ………………. .
Mike: Where is the time table?
George: ………………. .
Mike: Where is the teacher?
George: ………………. .
Mike: Where is Bibo?
George: ………………. .
Mike: What is he doing?
George: ………………. .
Mike: What is there in the bookcase?
George: ………………. .
Mike: What is there on the desks?
George: ………………. .
Mike: Is the classroom comfortable?
George: ………………. .

9. Look at the picture at p.23 for a minute, then close it and 
say what you remember.

10. Describe your classroom.

11. Find as many new words as you can and write them 
down in your exercise-books.

WE WRITE
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1. Read these words:

[e]
pen
ten
pencil
desk
text-book

[ai]
my
timetable
sky
try
like
white
light

[E:]
skirt
shirt

[ju]
uniform
pupil
computer

2. Choose the words to the topic “Food”, “Clothes”, “School 
things” and read them aloud.

pen
apple
sweater
dictionary
shoes
rubber
trousers
meat
chair

text-book
timetable
cheese
shirt
porridge
bread
school-bag
jeans
blackboard

uniform
blouse
exercise-book
ruler
tomato
cucumber
skirt
potato
sweets

12. Learn to write these words and expressions:

WE READ

pen, pencil, blackboard, timetable, dictionary, 
textbook, exercise-book, rubber, cassette-recorder,  
desk, ruler 

LESSON
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3. Match these words to make up word-combinations:

to go
very
white
comfortable
tasty
eight
potatoes
sports
school
blue

much
blouse
o’clock
and meat
to school
ground
things
classroom
yard
skirt

4. a) Here are some new words from the text:

*to start [sta:t] – райдайын
*to draw-drew – сныв кæнын, сныв кодтой
*sometimes – хаттæй хатт
*canteen [kxn'ti:n] – хæрæндон, буфет
b) Read the text about Bibo’s school.

My Favourite School
I like to go to school very much. School starts* at 

eight o’clock in the morning, but I go to school at half 
past seven. Our pupils wear uniform: a white blouse 
or a shirt and a blue skirt or trousers. There are 25 
pupils in our class. 

Our classroom is big and very comfortable.
There are three windows in it and it is light. There 

are 30 desks where you can see textbooks, exercise-
books, rubbers, rulers, pens, pencils. And there are 
60 chairs where pupils sit. You can see a brown 
bookcase with a lot of books and dictionaries near the 
blackboard. There are a lot of pictures on the wall. 
Our pupils drew* these pictures. And of course there 
is our timetable there. Sometimes* we watch TV or 
work with the computer and listen to texts as we have 
a TV-set, video, computer and cassette-recorder in our 
classroom. We have a canteen in our school where we 
can eat tasty things: fruit, vegetables, sweets, potatoes 
and meat, fish. After school my friends and I go to the 
sports ground. It is in our school yard. We play football 
or volleyball together. Then we go home.
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5. Bibo told you about his school. Now look at the rules he 
must or mustn’t do in this school. Read them and try to 
remember.

6. Translate these sentences from the text from Ossetian into 
English.

1. Не скъоладзаутæн ис сæрмагонд формæ: ибкæ кæ-
нæ хæлаф.

2. Фæйнæгмæ æввахс лæууы чингуыты скъапп бирæ 
чингуытæ æмæ дзырдуæттимæ.

3. Не скъолайы ис буфет, фæхæрæм дзы хæрзад хæ-
ринæгтæ.

You must do your homework every 
day!
You must keep your desks clean!
You must do what your teacher says!
You mustn’t take your pet to school!
You mustn’t listen to the music 
at school!
You mustn’t sleep in the classroom!
You mustn’t talk with your friend in 
the classroom!
You mustn’t draw on the walls of 
your classroom!
You mustn’t write in your text-books!
You must know your timetable!

7. Discuss the text and tell about your own school.

WE TALK

WE WRITE
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8. Look through the text about Bibo’s school and complete 
the sentences:

1) School starts … .
2) Our pupil wear uniform … .
3) Our classroom is … .
4) You can see a brown bookcase with … .
5) We have a canteen in our school where … .

1. Look at Bibo’s timetable and say what subjects (дисципли-
нæ) and how many lessons (фæрсæнтæ) a day he has.

Lesson Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday

8.00 1 English Maths Art Literature Geography

8.40 Break Break Break Break Break

8.50 2 History Music Handicraft Maths Russian

9.30 Break Break Break Break Break

9.40 3 Computing Ossetian P.E.

10.20 Lunch Lunch Lunch Lunch Lunch

11.00 4 English History

11.40 Break Break Break Break Break

11.50 5 Ossetian Music English

2. Looking at the timetable answer the questions.

1) How many subjects a day have the 
children got every day? (on Monday, etc.) 
2) When does the first (the second, the 
third, etc.) lesson begin?
3) What subjects has Bibo got on Monday 
(Tuesday ect.)?
4) How many times a week has Bibo got 
English (Maths, Geography)?  
5) When does Bibo have lunch?

3. Tell the class what subjects you have in your  timetable.

LESSON WE LEARN
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Example: Do you have Maths on Monday?
Yes, I do. I have Maths on Monday.

4. Listen and find answers to these questions.

What is Mona’s favourite day?
What subjects does she have that day?
What is her favourite subject?
When does she have a week-end?

5. Learn to pronounce the new words.

6. Learn to read the new words and sentences: 

[e] lesson, a lesson-lessons, at the lesson. How many 
lessons do you have on Thursday? What lessons have 
you got on Monday? Do you like your English lessons?
[A] subject, a subject-subjects, an interesting subject. We 
have got many subjects on the timetable. What is your 
favourite subject at school?
P. E. Physical Education ['fizikl, edju:keSn]. I have P. E. 
on Monday and Friday. I wear a T-shirt and shorts on 
my P. E. Lesson.
[x] Handicraft ['hxndIkra:ft]. I have Handicraft on 
Tuesday and on Friday. Do you always wear uniforms 
in your Handicraft lessons? Who is your Handicraft 
teacher?
[x] Maths, Maths exercises, a Maths teacher. When do 
you have Maths? Maths is my favourite lesson.
[a:] Art, my Art teacher. Do you have Art today? We like 
our Art classes very much.
[ju:] Music, a Music lesson, a Music teacher. I like Music 
lessons so much. Who is your Music teacher?
[I] History, a History lesson. History lesson is the most 
interesting for me.
[I] Geography, a Geography lesson. We learn much about 
different seasons, countries and places at Geography 
lessons.
[eI] break, a long break, a short break. We have a break 
after each lesson.

WE LISTEN

WE READ
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7. Read the dialogue and learn it by heart.

Soslan: Hello, Agunda! What about your new school? Do 
you like it?

Agunda: Oh, yes, I do. It’s very interesting to go to this 
school.

Soslan: How many subjects 
are there on your timetable?

Agunda: Nine. We have 
English four times a week, 
Maths three times a week and 
P.E. аnd Handicraft two times 
a week.

Soslan: And do you have 
lunch at school?

Agunda: Of course, we do.

8. Learn this poem by heart.

The School Bell’s Song
In the morning 
This is the song.
The song it sings;
These are the words:
The bell now rings:

Your play is done
Work has begun;
Now boys and girls
Must leave their fun.

In the evening 
This is the song.
The song it sings;
These are the words:
The bell now rings:

Your school is done
It’s time for fun;
Now, boys and girls,
Play has begun.

WE LEARN BY HEART
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9. Here is the timetable. But it is not translated into English. 
Draw it in your exercise-book. Translate it, please.

Къуырисæр Дыццæг Æртыццæг Цыппæ-
рæм

Майрæм-
бон

8.00 Англисаг 
æвзаг

Ирон
æвзаг

Литерату-
рæ

Ирон
æвзаг

Матема-
тикæ

8.40 улæфты 
рæстæг

улæфты 
рæстæг

улæфты 
рæстæг

улæфты 
рæстæг

улæфты 
рæстæг

8.50 Уырыссаг
æвзаг

Музыкæ Нывгæны-
нады урок

Истори Музыкæ

9.30 улæфты 
рæстæг

улæфты 
рæстæг

улæфты 
рæстæг

улæфты 
рæстæг

улæфты 
рæстæг

9.40 Истори Нывгæны-
ны урок

Информа-
тикæ

Географи Уырыс-
саг æвзаг

10.20 улæфты 
рæстæг

улæфты 
рæстæг

улæфты 
рæстæг

улæфты 
рæстæг

улæфты 
рæстæг

10.30 Географи Физкуль-
турæ

Англисаг
æвзаг

Матема-
тикæ

11.10 Дыккаг аходæн

10. Look at the pictures and write down what you see.

WE WRITE
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11. Learn to write these words:

English, Ossetian, Russian, Maths, History, Geography, 
Music, Art, Handicraft, Literature, Computing, subject, 
Lesson, break
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LESSON

Дихон-фарстон хъуыдыйæдтæ
Tag-Questions

I am a doctor, aren’t I? 
He is in the country, 
isn’t he?
We are here, aren’t we?

I am not a doctor, am I?
He isn’t in the country, 
is  he?
We aren’t here, are we?

There is a ruler on the 
desk, isn’t there?
There are two textbooks 
on the table, aren’t 
there?

There isn’t a ruler on 
the desk, is there?
There aren’t two 
textbooks on the desk, 
are there?

I have got a computer, 
haven’t I?
He has got a 
dictionary, 
hasn’t he?

I haven’t got a computer,
have I?
He hasn’t got a 
dictionary,
has he?

He can sing, can’t he?
We must go to school 
today, mustn’t we?

He can’t sing, can he?
We mustn’t go to school 
today, must we?

I always buy bread, 
don’t I?
She reads a newspaper 
every morning, doesn’t 
she?

I don’t buy bread, 
do I?
She doesn’t read 
a newspaper every 
morning, does she?

There was an exercise-
book in my school-bag 
yesterday, wasn’t there?
There were two pictures 
on the wall, weren’t 
there?

There wasn’t an 
exercise-
book in my school-bag 
yesterday, was there?
There weren’t two 
pictures on the wall, 
were there?

They listened to the 
cassette-recorder last 
week, didn’t they?

They didn’t listen to the 
cassette-recorder last 
week, did they?

He will play football 
tomorrow, won’t he?

He won’t play football 
tomorrow, will he?
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1. Look at the pictures and say as in the examples:

a) Example: There is a ruler on the desk, isn’t there?

b) Tell the same in the Past Indefinite and the Future 
Indefinite Tenses.

2. a) Say as in the Example: We have a History lesson on 
Monday, don't we?

History on Monday
Geography on Tuesday
Maths on Wednesday
English on Thursday
Ossetian on Friday
b) Tell the same in the Past Indefinite and the Future 
Indefinite Tenses.

3. Translate these sentences from Ossetian into English and 
then into Russian.

1. Фарон ацы къласы уыд фæйнæг, афтæ нæу?
2. Ахуырдзаутæм абон ис истори, афтæ нæу?
3. Мах  райсом ацæудзыстæм сырддонмæ, афтæ нæу?
4. Дæ мад дохтыр у, афтæ нæу?
5. Алы бон дæр æз сыгъдæг кæнын мæ дæндæгтæ, афтæ 
нæу?
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4. Choose the right tag.

We usually go to school 
at eight o’clock in the 
morning,
We had a very interesting 
Geography lesson 
yesterday,
There was a nice dress in 
the shop,
The children won’t play 
football tomorrow,
He must read this book,

mustn’t he?

wasn’t there?

didn’t we?

don’t we?

will they?

5. Complete the questions.

1. Your ruler is longer than my ruler, … ?
2. You have got an exercise-book, …?
3. There are fourteen desks in the classroom, …?
4. My mother bought me an Ossetian-Russian Dictionary, 
…?
5. We didn’t eat meat and potatoes, …?
6. There weren’t pencils on the desk, …?
7. We must do our homework every day, …?
8. Pete can’t play hockey, …?

6. Complete the sentences:

1. My favourite subject is Ossetian, …?
2. We haven’t got a P.E. Lesson today, …?
3. There were rulers, rubbers, pens and pencils in my bag 
yesterday, …?
4. My grandmother cooked a tasty cheese-pie last Sunday, 
…?
5. Veronika can’t sing well, …?

7. Make up your own Tag-Questions.

WE WRITE
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LESSON WE READ

Bibo came home and told that he had three lessons that 
day. He said that the lessons were very interesting. He 
learnt much. So Bibo wants to tell everything to you.

1. The first lesson is Literature lesson.

Let’s learn some information about the famous Ossetian 
writer Kosta Khetagurov, the famous Russian writer and 
poet Alexander Pushkin, and the famous English writer 
William Shakespeare.

Kosta Khetagurov was born on October 
15, 1859, in a small mountain village* 
called Nar of North Ossetia.

He was a great poet who wrote both in 
Ossetian and Russian. The favourite book of 
the Ossetians is “Iron fændyr”. 

Kosta’s works are translated into many 
*languages. He is known* in the world. 

Do you remember his wonderful poem “Æfsati”, or a very 
popular* song “Qubady”! But Kosta was not only a poet he 
was also an artist. You can see a lot of pictures of Kosta 
Khetagurov in museums! A large monument* of Kosta 
Khetagurov, the founder* of Ossetian literature, is written* 
on the monument.

a) Here are some new words that help you to read the text.

*village ['vIlIG] – хъæу
*language ['lxNwIG] – æвзаг
*is known – зонынц æй
*popular ['popjulq] – номдзыд
*monument ['monjument] – цыртдзæвæн
*founder ['faundq] – бындурæвæрæг
*is written – ис фыст
b) Tell any of Kosta Khetagurov’s poems 
both in Ossetian and in Russian.

Alexander Pushkin was born in Moscow 
in 1799. He wrote his first poem at the age of 
eighteen and it became  famous. It was“Ruslan 
and Lydmila”. He wrote a lot of poems. People 
like them very much. He died* after a duel*.
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a) Here are some new words that help you to read the text. 

*to die [daI] – мæлын
*duel ['dju:ql] – дуэль
b) Tell any of Alexander Pushkins poems.

The great poet and dramatist William 
Shakespeare ['wIljqm'SeIk"spIq] was a 
genius. He was born at Stratford on Avon 
on the twenty- third of April, 1584. His 
father’s name was John Shakespeare. 
His mother’s name was Mary Arden 
['meqrI'Rdn]. John and Marry had eight 
children. The third child was William. He 
went to  grammar school.

When William was fourteen he left school and helped 
family. He began to learn foreign languages. William was 
a boy when he wrote his first poems. 

In 1587 William Shakespeare went to London. There 
he was an actor. Later he wrote plays. Shakespeare’s 
plays were very popular. His famous works are «Hamlet», 
«Twelfth Night», «Romeo and Juliet», «King Lear».

2. The second lesson is Music Lesson.

Let’s learn some information about the famous Ossetian 
composer I. Gabaraev, the famous Russian composer Peter 
Tchaikovsky and the famous  German composer I. S. Bach.

Ilya Gabaraev was born in 1926 in South 
Ossetia in Sachizar. When he was a child 
he learnt music of Galaev B. and painting of  
M.Tuganov. He played in the orchestra* of 
South-Ossetian enssemble*. He is the author 
of the first opera in Ossetian “Azhay” and 
the famous opera “Ollana”. He also wrote 
such popular Ossetian songs as“Oh, Nana!” 
and “My Song, Iriston”.

a) Here are the new words that help you to read the text.

*orchestra ['O:kIstrq]  – оркестр
*enssemble ['On'sombl] – ансамбль
*hymn [hIm] – гимн
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Peter Tchaikovsky was born in 
Votkinsk in 1840. He composed a lot of 
symphonies, beautiful music for operas 
and ballets. His most famous operas are 
“The Swan* Lake” and “Sleeping Beauty”. 
In 1894 the Thcaikovsky House Museum 
was opened* in Klin.

a) Here are some new words that help 
you to read the text.

*swan [swo:n] – доныхъаз
*was opened – байгом кодтой
I. S. Bach is one of the most famous 

German composers of the world. He was 
born in 1685 on the 21of March. When 
Bach was nine his mother and father died. 
Bach loved music very much. He wrote 
more than 1000 works. He was also an 
organist and played organ. Even when 
Bach was ill he wrote music. 

Bach became blind. 
He died on the 28th of July in 1750.

3. The Third Lesson is Art Lesson.

Let’s learn some information about the famous Ossetian 
artist Maharbek Tuganov, the famous Russian artist 
Isaak Levitan, and the famous English artist Thomas 
Gainsborough ['geInzbqrq].

Isaak Levitan is a Russian artist. He was 
born in August in 1860. He had two sisters 
and a brother.He lived in a small village of  
Kibarty when he was a child. He showed the 
beauty of Russian nature*: fields, forests. 
One of his famous works is “Autumn Day. 
Sokolniki Park”. A. Chekhov called him 
“Russia’s best landscape* painter*”.

a) Here are some new words that help you to read the text.

*nature ['neICq] – æрдз
*landscape ['lxndskeIp] – пейзаж
*painter ['peIntq] – нывгæнæг
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Thomas Gainsborough ['geInzbqrq] 
was born in Suffolk ['safqlk] in 1727. He 
is a famous English artist. He painted 
portraits and nature. Mostly* he painted 
the beauty of the green English summer. 
His famous portraits are “The Blue Boy”, 
“Elizabeth and Mary Linley”.

a) Here are some new words that help you 
to read the text.

*mostly ['mqustlI] – фылдæр
Maharbek Tuganov is a famous 

Ossetian painter. He was born in 1881 
and died in 1952. M.Tuganov not only 
painted Narts but also wrote about them. 
M. Tuganov was interested in Narts and 
Skifs. He used ornaments on his paintings 
which he took from different cultures and 
epochs. His famous works are «The Nart’s 
Ahshar and Ahshartag’s Death», «Donbettyr».

4. Play a game. Who can tell more information about all 
these famous people you read about? One of the pupils says 
the name of the famous writer, artist or composer and the 
other one must tell what he knows about him.

5. Write some information about K. Khetagurov, M. Tuganov, 
I. Gabaraev.

6. Write about your favourite lesson. Why do you like it?

7. Complete the sentences:

1) K. Khetagurov was born .....
2) A. Pushkin wrote .....
3) W. Shakespear’s famous works are .....
4) I. Gabaraev was born .....
5) P. Tchaikovsky composed .....
6) I. S. Bach is .....
7) I. Levitan is .....
8) T. Gainsborough painted .....
9) M. Tuganov was interested .....

WE TALK

WE WRITE
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LESSON

1. Look at the pictures. Tell what these children usually do 
in the classroom. Find new words and try to read them.

Example: We usually cut in the classroom.

to cut to listen 

to draw

to count to read

to retellto translate

to write

to learn

to sing

WE LEARN
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2. Look at Sam's record-book. He got six bad marks. Why?

Teacher said:
Sam was late for the lesson.
Sam didn't learn the poem by heart.
Sam didn't translate the text.
Sam didn't retell the text.
Sam didn't count “3+5”.
Sam didn't listen to the teacher.

3. Complete the sentences.

1) Do you usually eat apples or … ?
2) Must the pupil retell or … the text?
3) Is it autumn or … now?
4) Did you have music or … yesterday?
5) Is there a cassette-recorder or … in your classroom?

WE LISTEN

Remember!
Alternative Questions.

Альтернативон фарстон хъуыдыйæдтæ
or æви
Have you got a ruler or a rubber?
Did you buy a sweater or a shirt?
Can you sing or dance?
Will you go to France or America?
Are you a doctor or an engineer?
Do you like to play tennis or hockey?
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5. Listen, read and learn it

When the Sun is in the Sky
I get up and open my eyes,
I wash, put on my dress and a pair
Of shoes and all the things I wear.
Then walking off to school I go
To learn the things that I must know.

6. Learn how to pronounce the new words and expressions.

7. Learn to read the new words and sentences.

[eI] late, late,  later, to be late for school, to be late for 
lessons. Don't be late! I'm sorry, I'm late.
[au] count, to count-counted. Count from 1 to 30. The 
boy can't count well. The children can count quickly. 
Must I count or read?
[E:] learn, to learn-learnt, to learn by heart,  to learn 
well, to learn English. I must learn this poem by heart.
[eI] translate, to translate-translated, to translate from 
Ossetian into English. Take the dictionary and translate 
this text.
[e] retell, to retell-retold, to retell the text. Did you retell 
or translate the text?
[a:] mark, a mark-marks, a bad mark, a good mark, to 
get a mark, to give a mark. Azamat got a good mark.
[I] difficult ['difiklt], a difficult book, a difficult exercise, 
a difficult poem. Our homework was very difficult.
[i:] easy ['i:zi], an easy work, an easy task, an easy exercise, 
an easy lesson. It is not always easy to count or to read.

8. Ask your classmates what they like best and what they 
like to do at the English lesson:

Name likes doesn’t like
Zarina to write to translate, to retell, to learn
Madina to count
Hetag to cut to draw, to read, to listen
Alan to sing

WE READ

WE TALK
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9. Tell to Njusha what she must do at the lesson.

Example: You must write.

10. Do ex. 3, p.43 in your exercise books.

11. Make up your own “or” questions.

12. Learn to write these words and expressions.

1. Soon you'll go to Great Britain. You'll tell the British 
pupils about your school system.

a) Here are some new words from the text. 

*nursery ['nE:sqrI] – сывæллæтты рæвдауæндон
*to divide [dI'vaId] – дих кæнын

Pre-Schools and Schools in Russia.
In the day nurseries* children learn to read, write and  

count. Children are divided* into three age groups: 3-5 
year-olds, 5-6-year-olds and 6-year-olds. In the form of 
games the children learn not only to read, write and count, 
but also to draw, sing and dance.

WE READ

WE WRITE

to count, to learn, to retell, to be late for, 
to translate, difficult, mark, easy

LESSON
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Children go to school at the age of six or seven. Lessons 
usually begin at eight o'clock. The classes are formal. The 
pupils sit on the chairs at the desks. Russian children 
have classes five days a week. At twelve o'clock they have 
lunch. Lessons are over at two o'clock. They never have 
lessons on Saturday and Sunday.

Schools in Russia have numbers but sometimes names 
too. The pupils have many subjects as: English, Russian, 
History, Geography, P.E., Art, Music. Children spend a lot 
of time outdoors. The school year begins on September 1 
and ends in May. It is divided into four terms.

b) True, false or don't know?
1) Nursery children learn to write, read and count.
2) Children go to school at the age of four.
3) The lessons are not formal.
4) They never have lessons on Monday.
5) Schools in Russia have numbers.
6) Children listen to the cassette-recorder, and play 
computer games.

2. Read the text and learn some information about schools in 
England.

Primary Schools in England
In Great Britain school begins at the age of five. Many 

boys and girls usually leave school at the age of sixteen.
In England school year begins in September. The 

English never begin school on Monday, it is not a good day 
for them to start school. English children have lessons five 
days a week: on Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday 
and Friday.

Schools in England have names, not numbers. At the 
age of five primary school children go to infant* schools 
where they spend two years. They play games, run, jump, 
sing songs, dance, draw pictures. 

When children are seven they go to junior* schools, 
where they spend four years. The lessons are formal. 
Their subjects are: English, Maths, Art, Music, History, 
Swimming. In some primary schools children wear 
uniforms but in many primary schools they don't.

b) True, false or don't know?
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1) School in Great Britain begins at the age of five.
2) The English always begin school on Monday.
3) Tuesday is the day when children read.
4) Schools in England have names.
5) When children are seven they go to infant schools.

1. Imagine you came to a new school in England. What can 
you tell about schools in Russia?

3. Discuss the texts.

Common Different
English School
Russian School

4. Tell about Russian schools.

5. Tell about English Schools.

WE TALK

REVISION LESSON

WE TALK

LESSON
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2. Imagine an English school girl came to your school. Show 
her your school and your classroom.

3. Look, here is the smeshariks timetable. What must they do 
every day?

Timetable
Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday

Sunday
7.00 
get up

7.00 
get up

7.00 
get up

7.00 
get up

7.00 
get up

8.00 
get up

7.10
wash
hands 
and face 

7.10
wash
hands 
and face

7.10
wash
hands 
and face 

7.10
wash
hands 
and face 

7.10
wash
hands 
and face 

8.10
wash
hands 
and face 

8.00
breakfast

8.00
breakfast

8.00
breakfast

8.00
breakfast

8.00
breakfast

8.00
breakfast

9.00
to go 
for a 
walk

9.00
to go 
for a 
walk

9.00
to go 
for a 
walk

9.00
to go 
for a 
walk

9.00
to go 
for a 
walk

10.00
to go 
for a 
walk

10.00
to read 
a book

10.00
to write
a letter

10.00
to listen
to the 
cassette-
recorder

10.00
to learn
the poem
by heart

10.00
to draw
a picture

11.00 
to play
computer
games

12.00
Lunch

12.00
Lunch

12.00
Lunch

12.00
Lunch

12.00
Lunch

13.00
Lunch

13.00
to count

13.00
to sing
songs

13.00
to dance

13.00
to read a
newspaper

13.00 to 
translate

14.00
to watch
TV

15.00
dinner

15.00
dinner

15.00
dinner

15.00
dinner

15.00
dinner

16.00
dinner
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16.00 16.00
to swim

16.00
to cook

16.00
to iron

16.00
to play
chess

17.00
to listen
to the
music

17.00
to go 
for a 
walk

17.00
to go 
for a 
walk

17.00
to go 
for a 
walk

17.00
to go 
for a 
walk

17.00
to go 
for a 
walk

18.00
to go 
for a 
walk

19.00
supper

19.00
supper

19.00
supper

19.00
supper

19.00
supper

19.00
supper

20.00
clean 
teeth

20.00
clean 
teeth

20.00
clean 
teeth

20.00
clean 
teeth

20.00
clean 
teeth

20.00
clean 
teeth

21.00
go to bed

21.00
go to bed

21.00
go to bed

21.00
go to bed

21.00
go to bed

21.00
go to bed
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4. This is the fairy land. Look and describe the fairy school.

5. Fill in the puzzle:

1. I've got eight s… on my timetable.
2. My f… lesson is History.
3. 34+84? Easy! I like M… .
4. I must l… this poem by heart.
5. We will l… to the cassette-recorder 
tomorrow.
6. The task was very d… . It was not 
easy.

5

1

2

3

6

4
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6. Answer the questions.

1. What famous writers do you know?
2. What famous artists do you know?
3. What famous composers do you know?
4. Name their famous works.
5. What is the difference between Russian schools and 
English schools?

7. Look at the pictures and say what these people are doing.

8. Look at your teacher's table, your desk and your friend's 
desk. What can you see there?

9. Listen to the letter. And draw the classroom. 

WE LISTEN
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10. Let's remember the words from Unit I.

1. Fill in the missing letters:

t…xt book d…c…ionary Hist…ry  M…sic
ru…ber  d…sk  M…ths  bre…k
r…ler  le…son  Liter…t…re s…b…ect

2. a) Translate:

1) тæлмац кæнын –    
2) ахуыр кæнын –     
3) нымайын – 
4) æрæджы кæнын –
5) фыссын –
b) Give the Past form of these verbs.

3. Complete the sentences:

1. The children went to the zoo yesterday, … ?
2. People celebrate New Year's Day on the first of January 
…?
3. I can swim, …?
4. I will watch a new film tomorrow, …?
5. There are many apples on the trees, …?

pen, pencil, blackboard, timetable, dictionary, 
textbook, exercise-book, cassette-recorder, rubber, 
ruler, break, subject, lesson, English, Ossetian, 
Russian, Maths, History, Geography, Music, Art, 
Handicraft, Literature, Computing, to count, to 
learn, to retell, to be late for, to translate, mark,  
difficult, easy

OPTIONAL LESSON

TEST

LESSON

LESSON
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Small Pies with Cabbage
*answer ['a:nsq] – дзуапп дæттын
*correctly [kq'rektlI] – раст
*to shake-shook [∫eIk- ∫u:k] – тилын
*merrily ['merIlI] – хъæлдзæгæй
Granny was cooking small pies. Vika and Dima were 

sitting under the table in their room. They were playing 
and laughing.

HOME-READING

4. Complete the sentences looking at the pictures:

1. Do you like    or  ?

2. Is there a   or  on the desk?

3. Did he get a “5” mark or a “2” mark?

4. Has Madina a     lesson or  a lesson?

5. Will Mark     or         tomorrow at his Art
lessons?

5. Translate the sentences from Ossetian into English.

1. Скъоламæ æрæджы кæнæн нæй!
2. Лæппу банымадта йæ пуртитæ?
3. Абон нæм уыдзæн ирон æвзаджы урок.
4.Фарон нæ къласы уыд 12 партæйы æмæ иу фæйнæг. 
5. Ацы радзырд тынг зын кæсæн у.

LESSON
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Granny asked them:
– Well, my dear, who will eat small pies? What tasty 

pies I've cooked!
Dima looked at Vika but he didn't say anything. Vika 

asked: 
– Granny! And with what are the pies?
– With cabbage, - answered* Granny.
– I don't like pies with cabbage, - said Vika.
Dima was a little boy, he couldn't tell the words 

correctly*. And he always did everything what his elder 
sister did.

– Granny! said Dima. I don't like pies with cabbage.
Granny shook* her head.
Soon Daddy came back. As soon as he opened the door 

he said merrily*:
– Oh, I feel the smell of pies. Oh, I do like pies with 

cabbage. And where are the little ones?
– We are here! – answered Vika and Dima. They helped 

their Daddy with his clothes.
Then Daddy went to wash his hands. In some minutes 

he was sitting at the table in the kitchen.
– Ma, I am hungry like a grey wolf in winter, - said 

Daddy.
Granny put small pies on the table.
– And you, children? – asked Daddy. Let's have dinner 
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together.
– You must not wait for us. We'll have dinner later. 

With Mummy. Yes, children?
– Yeeees, – said Vika in a very low voice.
Suddenly Dima began to cry. He was very hungry. And 

he didn't want to do as Vika did. 
– I also want pies bith cabbage like a gley bolf in binter.
Vika smiled and also said that she likes Granny's pies 

very much.

1. Match the words in column A with those in column B to 
form a phrase.

A
1. small
2. under
3. tasty
4. pies
5. to tell
6. elder
7. to open
8. to wash
9. low

B
a. with cabbage
b. the words
c. sister
d. the door
e. a grey wolf
f. pies
g. the table
h. one's hands
i. voice

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

2. Agree or disagree.

1. Granny cooked small meat pies.
2. Dima was elder than Vika.
3. Children didn't want to eat pies.
4. Vika and Dima helped Father with clothes.
5. Father was hungry like a dog.
5. Dima began to cry.

3. Say who:

1. was sitting under the table;  
2. cooked small cabbage pies;  
3. was hungry like a wolf;
4. began to cry;
5. smiled.
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4. Answer the questions:

1. Who was cooking small pies?
2. What pies was Granny cooking?
3. What were the children doing?
4. Dima always did what his elder sister did, didn't he?
5. What did father say when he  came home?
6. Why did Dima begin to cry?

5. Tick the right variant:

1) Granny was cooking a lagre pie.
a) true  b) false  c) not stated

2) Trey were playing and jumping.
a) true  b) false  c) not stated

3) Dima was a pianist.
a) true  b) false  c) not stated

4) Granny put small pies on the table.
a) true  b) false  c) not stated

5) Vika liked granny’s pies very much
a) true  b) false  c) not stated

6. Tell about Granny and her pies. This plan will help you.

a) granny cooked pies
b) children under the table
c) I don't like pies …
d) daddy came home
e) a smell of pies
f) hungry like a grey wolf in winter
g) to have dinner
h) Dima began to cry
i) Vika smiled.
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OUR NATIVE OSSETIA. 
OUR VLADIKAVKAZ.
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LESSON WE LEARN

1. Learn how to pronounce the new words.

2. Look at the pictures and say what you can see in them.

аргъуан
church

музей
museum

кинотеатр
cinema

театр
theatre
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3. Look at the picture and say what there is in the street.

4. Using these words say where you and your friends live:

in the country
in a small town
in a big city

near the cinema
not far from the theatre
opposite the museum
far from church
in front of the bank
behind the supermarket
to the right (left) of the shop
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WE READ

5. Learn how to read the new words and sentences.

[I] big, cinema ['sInqmq], a cinema-cinemas, at the 
cinema, to be at the cinema. A cinema is a place where 
people can watch films. I usually go to the cinema. The 
cinema is not far from my house.
[Iq] near, theatre ['TIqtq], a theatre-theatres, to go to the 
theatre. Is there a theatre near here? Do you live far 
from the theatre?
[W] sir, church [CWC], a church-churches, in the church, 
near the church. There were many people in the church. 
The old church was very beautiful.
[jH] tune, museum [mju'zIqm], a museum-museums. 
There are a lot of beautiful pictures in the museum. Are 
there many museums in your town?
[o] lot, opposite ['opqzIt]. Our school is opposite the 
Pushkin Museum. There is a big bookshop opposite our 
house.
[R] car, far [fR]. Do you live far from here? I work not 
far from my house.

6. Read this dialogue and learn it by heart.

Mark: Excuse me. Can you help me?
Pete: Sure. What do you want?
Mark: Where is 56 Green Street, please? There is a 
museum there.
Pete: Oh, that's easy. Walk to the corner and then turn 

to the left. There is a museum opposite the 
children's theatre.

Mark: Thank you!
Pete: Not at all! Have a good time!
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WE TALK

WE LISTEN

7. Listen and find the places in the picture.

8. Look at the picture and tell where Marina lives.
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LESSON

9. Explain to your friend where you live and how to get to 
the place where you live.

10. Draw a plan to get to your house.

11. Write sentences with these words: cinema, theatre, church, 
museum, far, opposite, behind, right (left), in front of.

12. Learn to write these words:

1. Read to get some information about Vladikavkaz.

It's interesting to know …
… that the Art Museum to M. S. Tuganov was founded 

in 1910. The Art Museum has a large hall. It is in Peace 
Avenue Street. It is not far from Park of Culture and Rest 
to K. Chetagurov.

…that the Russian Drama Theatre was founded 
in 1871. The first play that was acted in this theatre 
was “Mascarade” by M.J. Lermontov. For some time 
K.Chetagurov worked as a decorator in the theatre. In 
1995 the Russian Drama Theatre got the name of E.B. 
Vachtangov. 

… that the Ossetian Church was founded in 1814. 
K.Chetagurov is buried near the church. The service is 
given both in Ossetian and in Russian. The Ossetian 
Church is in K. Chetagurov Street.

2. Read the first part of the sentence in A and find the second 
part in B.

A
1. The Art Museum

B
… got the name of E.B. 
Vachtangov

WE WRITE

WE READ

cinema, museum, theatre, church, far, 
opposite, in front of, behind 
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2. The Russian Drama 
Theatre
3. The Ossetian Church

.. is in K.Chetagurov Street

… was founded in 1910.

3. Read and dramatize the dialogue in pairs.

Zalina: Hello!
Alan: Could I speak to Zalina, please?
Zalina: Yes, that's me.
Alan: Oh, Zalina. Hi, it's Alan here.
Zalina: Oh, Hi, Alan. Where are you?
Alan: I'm terribly sorry, but we are lost.
Zalina: Oh, no. And where are you now?
Alan: We are opposite the cinema. Opposite “Terek”.
Zalina: Oh, It's far from my house. Take route-taxi  № 35. 
Get off in Lenin Street. You'll see the church on the left and 
then museum on the right. Turn to the left and you'll see 
the supermarket. My house is opposite that supermarket.
Alan: Thank you.

4. Answer the questions:
1) Who is calling Zalina? 
2) Why is Alan calling?
3) How can we find Zalina?
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WE LEARN

WE TALK

WE WRITE

Remember!
Regular Verbs

Аразгæ мивдисджытæ
   I        II       III
open  opened  opened
clean  cleaned  cleaned
wash  washed  washed
cook  cooked  cooked
watch  watched  watched

6. Say where and when it happened.

It happened … 

7. Write down three forms of these verbs.

8. Write what facts you know about Vladikavkaz.

open – …  …
clean – …  …
wash – …  …
cook – …  …
watch – …  …
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WE LEARN

1. Learn how to pronounce the new words.

2. Look at the pictures and say what you can see in them.

post office – почтæ

library – чиныгдон

monument – 
цыртдзæвæн

gallery – галерей

hospital – рынчындон

station – станцæ

LESSON
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3. Imagine you are Sherlock Holmes. Follow this man to 
know where he goes.
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4. Look at these pictures and tell what monuments you know.

5. Put these words in the alphabetical order.

post office, hospital, station, library, gallery, shop, 
monument, supermarket, park, church, museum, bank, 
school, cafe, theatre, cinema
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WE LISTEN

WE WRITE

WE READ

6. Listen to the words and word combinations and learn how 
to pronounce them.

7. Listen to the sentences and try to translate them. There 
are some new words in these sentences.

9. Write five “or” questions using new words.

10. Learn to write these words:

8. Learn how to read the new words and sentences

[O] lot, hot, monument ['mOnjHmqnt], a monument- 
monuments, a monument to smb. You can see a famous 
monument to Lenin in one of Vladikavkaz streets.
[O] hospital ['hOspItql], a hospital- hospitals. Mark is 
ill. Is he in hospital? No, he is at home. There is a big 
hospital not far from our house.
[aI] like, fine, library ['laIbrqrI], a library- libraries. 
Do you often go to the library? Yes, I do. I like to read 
books.
[eI] make, take, lake, station ['steISn], a station- stations. 
I'll meet my friend at the station tomorrow. He traveled 
a lot and tomorrow he'll come back.
[x] gallery ['gxlerI], a gallery – galleries. Do you 
have any galleries in your town? Where is the gallery 
situated? Is it far from here?
[ou] post, a post – office, post – offices. I buy newspapers 
and magazines in the post office. Yesterday I went to the 
post office to send the letter to my friend.

post – office, station, hospital, gallery,
library, monument
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WE LEARN

1. Read the text and add your facts about Vladikavkaz.

bench* ['bentS] – бадæн
scientific* ['sQIqn'tIfIk] – ахуырадон
cartoon* [kq'tHn] – сывæллæтты кино
puppet* ['pApIt] – куклаты театр
to represent* ['reprI'zent] – æвдисын

Vladikavkaz
Vladikavkaz is a town. It's small but beautiful. You can 

see many cars, buses, route-taxis in the streets. There are 
many parks and gardens in the town. People like to come 
to the parks, to sit on the benches*  and read books or 
talk.

In Vladikavkaz you can find some of the best theatres, 
museums, cinemas, galleries, libraries.

The biggest library in Vladikavkaz is the Republican 
Scientific* Library. Nowadays there are one million two 
thousand books in the library.

There are some cinemas in the town but the best ones 
are “Terek” and “Druzhba”.

People can watch different films and cartoons* there.
Among the theatres one can mention the Russian 

Drama Theatre, The North-Ossetian Drama Theatre, The 
North-Ossetian Musical Theatre, The Puppet* Theatre.

There are six museums in Vladikavkaz where one can 
find interesting and beautiful paintings, sculptures. The 
most famous and favourite museum in our town is Art 
Museum by M.S. Tuganov. The works of Russian and 
Ossetian painters are represented* there.  Our town is 
rich in monuments in honour of famous people and heroes. 
Here are some of them: The Monument of Fame; The 
Monument of Friendship; Lenin Monument, etc.

Vladikavkaz has such churches as Armenian Church, 
St'Ilia's Church, Ossetian Church.

LESSON
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2. Make up sentences according to the text.

Vladikavkaz is
small and beautiful
big and beautiful
not very big

You can see
animals
cars and buses
children

in the street

The biggest 
library is

Town Library
Republican Library
New Library

in Vladikavkaz

There are
1 200 000
1 500 000
2 000 000

books in 
the library

The most famous 
Museum is

Ossetian Museum
Art Museum 
Town Museum

by 
M.S.Tuganov

WE LEARN

Remember!
Irregular Verbs.

   I        II       III
be    was, were  been
become   became   become
begin  began   begun
build  built   built
buy   bought  bought

3. Answer the questions:

1. What do people like to do in the parks?
2. What is the biggest library in Vladikavkaz?
3. What cinemas do you know?
4. What can people do there?
5. What theatres do you know?
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WE LEARN BY HEART

5.

The Wheels on the Bus
The Wheels on the bus go Round and
Round, Round and Round

6. What theatres do you visit?
7. How many museums are there in Vladikavkaz?
8. What are they? Do you know?
9. Name all the monuments that you know in your town.

4. Find and read the sentences to illustrate the pictures.
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WE WRITE

6. Write what you know about your town.

7. Crossword Puzzle.

1. The place where we see a 
lot of pictures.
2. The place where we watch 
films and cartoons.
3. The place where we read 
books.
4. The place where we see 
paintings and sculptures.
5. The place where we put 
flowers.
6. The place where we play.
7. The place where we watch 
plays.
8. The place where we are 
when we are ill.

1

2

3

4 5

6

7

8

The Wheels on the bus go Round and
Round, All through the town.
The driver on the bus goes through the town.
The people on the bus go up and down.
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1. Here is a stranger in our Vladikavkaz. Show him the town.

2. Play a game. Ask your classmates to tell more facts about 
Vladikavkaz.

3. Say who visited and what places:

Mark Alice Bert Eva Dzera Chetag
museum
theatre
cinema
library

LESSONREVISION LESSON
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4. Listen, repeat and dramatize.

The way to the Post Office
Jane: I must send this letter. Let's go to the post office.
Alice: Ok, let's stop for a moment and have a look at 
the map.
Jane: No, let's ask. Excuse me. Could you tell us where 
the post office is?
Stranger: Yes, of course. You can go along the street 
to the traffic lights. Turn left and you will see the post 
office is at the end of that street.
Alice: Thank you so much!

5. Help these characters to choose where to go.

Example: Would you like to go to the …
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6. Riddles.

a) Rosy asked her grandmother, “When was your father 
born?” Her grandmother answered, “If you write the year 
when my father was born on a sheet of paper, then turn 
the sheet upside down, the year will remain the same.

b) What is the answer?

7. Read the following. Say what time Mark comes at the 
cinema.

Mark is meeting Kira outside the cinema at 8 p.m. The 
film starts at 8.00 p.m. Mark’s bus leaves at 7.30 p.m. 
The bus comes to the station 20 minutes later. It waits 5 
minutes, then it leaves for the cinema 10 minutes later.

LESSON

WE WRITE

TEST

8. Write about your last visit to the museum (theatre, cinema, 
etc.).

9. Let's remember the new words from UNIT II.

1. Wtite three forms of these verbs:

open - _________________
wash - ________________
cook - ________________
begin - ________________
build - ________________
buy - __________________

_____________________
_____________________
_____________________
_____________________
_____________________
_____________________

2. Write some facts about Vladikavkaz:

1) monuments: _______________________________________
2) theatres: __________________________________________

cinema, museum, far, behind, opposite, in front 
of, theatre, church, post – office, hospital, library,  
station, gallery
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3) cinemas: __________________________________________
4) churches: __________________________________________
5) museums: _________________________________________

3. Write down 5 sentences in the Past Indefinite Tense.

hospital
library
museum
post-office
behind

opposite
near

4. Translate from Ossetian into English:

1. Æз театрмæ фæцæyын алы мæй дæр.
2. Уæ сахары цал чиныгдоны ис?
3. Ивгъуыд къуырийы ацыдтæн почтæмæ æмæ арвыс-

тон фыстæг ме ’мбалмæ.
4. Нæ базар ис аргъуаны тæккæ бакомкоммæ.

5. Look at the pictures and write what they are doing.

1

2
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3

4

5

6
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LESSON HOME-READING

Read the ossetian tale about Dadto and Dzadto.

*twins [twInz] – фаззæттæ
*knee [nJ] – уæраг
*to believe [bI'lJv] – æууæндын
*to cheat [CJt] – сайын
*to return [rI'tF:n] – фæстæмæ здæхын
*truth [trHT] – рæстдзинад
*to order ['Odq] – бардзырд раттын
*giant ['dZQIqnt] – уæйыг

Dadto and Dzadto.
Once there lived two brothers in one house. They had 

sons. Their names were Dadto and Dzadto. They were the 
*twins. Two brothers were friendly.

Sometimes later the fathers and one of the mothers of 
Dadto and Dzadto died. First the other mother didn't 
know were her son was, that's why she loved both of them.

One day when Dadto and Dzadto were hunting mother 
went to the witch to know who her son was. The witch 
advised her to sit in the yard with her *knees open. The 
brothers came, saw her sitting  in the yard with open 
knees and one of them said:

– “Mother, cover your knees, if you are not ashamed 
of me, than be ashamed of my brother”. So the mother 
marked Dadto's clothes with a red thread.

The next day Dadto and Dzadto were going to hunt. 
The mother put tasty food to her own son Dadto, and only 
one slice of bread for Dzadto. When Dzadto saw his food 
he said to Dadto that he gave his food to a stranger. And 
they ate Dadto's dinner. Dzadto couldn't understand why 
his mother did so.

The next day happened the same. Dzadto said that he 
gave his food to a hungry woman. And the boys ate tasty 
pies.

In the evening at supper Dzadto put the best meat for 
mother.

The third day Dzadto  told that he gave his food to a 
hungry boy. But this time Dadto didn't *believe him: 

– Do you *cheat me, brother?
And Dzadto told the *truth. Dadto was very upset to 

hear that. Dzadto didn't want to come back home and he 
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went travelling with his dog.
Dzadto went for a long time when suddenly he saw 

a house in the middle of the field. The Mother and her 
daughter lived in that house. They invited Dzadto to live 
with them. Dzadto and the girl loved each other.

When Dzadto went hunting Mother and her daughter 
*ordered him not to go to “The Black Mountain”.

But Dzadto didn't follow their advice and went to the 
Black Mountain. When the boy saw a lot of animals there 
he was very glad. But suddenly *a giant came out and ate 
Dzadto and his dog.

The same time Dadto was missing his brother and 
decided to find him. Dadto found the house in the middle 
of the field and the girl told crying what happened to 
Dzadto. Dadto was brave and loved his brother very much. 
So he went to the Black Mountain and killed that giant.

And both brothers Dadto and Dzadto *returned home 
happy.

1. Answer the questions:

1) What were the names of the brothers?
2) Did mother love both of her sons?
3) Why did mother mark Dadto's clothes with a red thread?
4) Why did Dzadto go travelling?
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5) Whom did he meet while travelling?
6) What happened on the Black Mountain?
7) Who helped Dzadto?

2. Say who:

1) advised mother to sit in the yard.
2) put tasty food to her own son.
3) cheated his brother
4) went travelling.
5) ate Dzadto.
6) helped Dzadto.

3. Match the two parts of the sentences:

1) When two brothers 
were hunting
2) Dzadto didn't want to 
come back home
3) Suddenly he saw
4) Dzadto didn't follow 
their advice

and went travelling with 
his dog
a house in the middle of
the street.
mother went to the witch 
and went to the Black
Mountain.

4. Tick the right variant.

1) Two brothers were friendly.
a) true  b) false  c) not stated

2) The witch was beautiful.
a) true  b) false  c) not stated

3) The mother put warm clothes to her son Dadto.
a) true  b) false  c) not stated

4) At dinner Dzadto put the best meat for mother.
a) true  b) false  c) not stated

5) Bothe brothers returned home happy.
a) true  b) false  c) not stated

5. Retell the tale.
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MY COUNTRY
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LESSON WE LEARN

WE READ

1. Learn how to pronounce and use the new words.

The capital of Russia is Moscow.
Alan is devoted to his motherland.
A bank is the land along the side of a river.
Teaching is a noble profession.
An honest person doesn't lie.
Saratov is situated on the banks of the Volga.

2. Say what towns are situated on the banks of rivers.

Vladikavkaz /the Terek, London / the Thames,
St.Petersburg / the Neva, Kazan / the Volga,
Moscow / the Moskva River, Omsk / the Irtysh

3. Name the capitals of these countries:

Example: The capital of Russia is …
France, Japan, Italy, Spain, Germany

4. What professions are noble? How do you think?

Example:  … is a noble profession.

5. Learn how to read the new words and sentences.

[x] cap, capital ['kxpItl], the capital of the country, the 
capital of the USA. Moscow is the capital of Russia. 
Washington is the capital of the USA. What city is the 
capital of Japan?
land, bank [bxNk], a bank-banks, a river bank, a bank 
of a lake, the right bank, the left bank. Beautiful flowers 
grow on the banks of the river.
[ou] no, so, devoted [dI'voutId], a devoted friend, to 
be devoted to smb/smth. He is devoted to music. He is 
devoted to his country.
noble ['noubl], a noble family, a noble profession, noble 
actions. He comes from a noble family.
[O] frog, honest ['OnIst], an honest boy, an honest girl, 
honest people. All the pupils in our class are honest. Be 
honest!
[eI] situated ['sItjueItId], to be situated in/ on smth. The 
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hotel is situated in the mountains. Saratov is situated 
on the banks of the Volga.
[A] mother, motherland ['mADqlqnd], Russia is my 
motherland. I love my Motherland.

6. Try and read:

Europe ['juqrqp], the Volga ['volgq], Asia ['eISq], the 
Caspian Sea ['kxspIqn 'sJ], the Baltic Sea ['bLltik 'sJ], 
the Pacific Ocean [pq'sIfIk 'ouSqn], 
the Black Sea ['blxk'sJ], 
the Arctic Ocean ['RktIk 'ouSqn]

a) These words will help you to read the text:

*birch [bE:C] – бæрз
*bravery ['breIverI] – хъæбатырдзинад
b) Now read the text and name Russian symbols.

Russia
Russia is my country. It is the biggest country 

in the world. Russia is situated on two continents: 
Europe and Asia. Russia is a very rich country. There 
are many mountains, rivers, lakes and forests in my 
country.

The Volga is the longest river in Europe. It flows 
into the Caspian Sea.

Seas and oceans wash Russia in the north, south, 
east and west. The Black Sea is in the South; the  
Baltic  Sea is in the west.

The Arctic Ocean washes my country in the north 
and in the east is the Pacific Ocean.

One Russian symbol is the Russian national flag. 
This flag has three wide stripes on it. The stripes 
are white, blue and red. White - noble, blue - honest 
and devoted, red - love, bravery*. Russian people 
are devoted to their Motherland. The other symbol 
of Russia is the birch* tree. You can find these trees 
everywhere.
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Russia is my country and I love it very much.

9. Answer the questions:

1. Russia is the biggest country in the world, isn't it?
2. What is Russia rich in?
3. What river is the longest in Europe?
4. What seas and oceans wash Russia?
5. What can you tell about the Russian flag?
6. What other Russian symbols do you know?

10. Tick the right variant:

1) The Russian flag has three wide stripes on it. 
a) true  b) false  c) not stated

2) The other symbol of Russia is a fur-tree.
a) true  b) false  c) not stated

3) Red stripes on the flag mean love, bravery.
a) true  b) false  c) not stated

11. Prove that Russia is a large and rich country.

12. Choose a partner and talk to him about Russia.

13. Describe any Russian town. (Write 10 sentences)

14. Describe Russia (write 10 sentences)

15. Learn how to write these words:

WE TALK

WE TALK

capital, noble, bank, to be devoted to, to 
be situated in/on, motherland, honest
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1. You know some facts about Russia and it's capital. Read 
the text and say what cities in Russia were once its capitals.

The Russian Capitals.
The capital of Russia is Moscow. Moscow is an old city 

but it is also a young city. Though it is more tha 800 years 
old, you can see a lot of new, modern houses in it. The city 
is situated on seven hills. On one of them is the Kremlin 
with it's beautiful red walls. The Kremlin is the heart of 
Moscow.

In 1147 Moscow was a little town founded by Prince 
Yuri Dolgoruky. In those times Kiev was the main city of 
Russia. It was it's capital.

In the XVI century Moscow was one of the largest 
cities in Europe. An English traveller wrote that Moscow 
was larger than London in those days. In 1712 the 
Russian king, Tsar Peter the Great made St. Petersburg 
the Russian capital. The new capital of Russia grew and 
became very important. But Moscow was important too. 
Moscow was famous for it's churches, museums and 
cultural centres.

On March 10, 1918 Moscow became the capital of 
Russia.

WE READ LESSON
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2. There were three capitals in Russia. Say what you know 
about each of them.

3. Speak about the Russian capitals. Use the questions.

1) How old is the city?
2) Who founded it?
3) When was this?
4) What are the famous places of interest there?
5) Who made St. Petersburg the Russian capital?
6) When did Moscow become the capital of Russia?

4. Listen to the sentences. Try to repeat after the tape and 
translate the sentences.

5. Listen to the facts about Russia and say which of these 
facts are right or are wrong.

6. Learn by heart this poem

Two Little Feet

Two little feet go tap, tap, tap.
Two little hands go clap, clap, clap.
One little leap up from the chair,
Two little arms go up in the air.
Two little hands go thump, thump, thump.
Two little feet go jump, jump, jump.
One little body goes round and round.
One little child sits quietly down.

7. Write your own story about one of the Russian capitals.

WE TALK

WE LISTEN

WE LEARN BY HEART

WE WRITE
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1. Look at the pictures and make up sentences:

WE LEARN LESSON

science

wonder 

discovery 

hospitable
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2. Find pairs to these words:

science, take, lake, wonderful, lions, under, make, 
wonder, beautiful, hospitable

3. Look at the pictures and say the names of famous people 
of science and discoveries: 
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4. Learn how to read the new words and sentences.

[A] discovery [dIs'kAvqrI], a discovery-discoveries, discoveries 
in science, an important discovery. Television is a very 
important discovery of the 20th century.
[A] wonder, a wonder-wonders. There are a lot of wonders 
in the world.
wonderful ['wAndqfl], a wonderful place, a wonderful 
flower. What wonderful weather we are having today!
[O] hospitable ['hOspItqbl], a hospitable woman, a hospitable 
family. Ossetian people are very hospitable.
[eI] lake, rain, make-made, to make discoveries.
[aIq] fire, science ['saIqns], to make discoveries in science 
and culture.

6. Listen to the interview and dramatize it.

7. Listen and say how many words there are in each sentence:

Example: I like to have guests. = 5  words.

8. Make up sentences with new words:

discovery, science, wonder, wonderful, hospitable, to make

WE READ

WE LEARN

WE LISTEN

WE WRITE

Read and Remember!
Irregular Verbs.

  I      II     III
do    did   done
drink  drank  drunk
eat   ate   eaten
go   went   gone
have  had   had
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8. Learn how to write new words.

LESSON

discovery, science, wonder, make-made, 
wonderful, hospitable

1. Try and read:

wonder ['wAndq], wonderful ['wAndqfql], talented 
['txlqntId], Anton Chekhov ['Cekqv], Leo Tolstoy 
['tOlstOI], science ['saIqns], medicine ['medsIn], culture 
['kAlCq], specialist ['speSIqlIst].

2. Read the text and say what you know about Russian People.

Russian People
Russia is a rich country. It is rich in forests and 

mountains, rivers and lakes. There are many important 
cities in the country. There are a lot of wonders in 
Russia. There are wonderful people in Russia.

Russian people are talented. We can name many 
people well-known all over the world.

In America, Europe and Asia people read novels 
by Anton Chekhov, Leo Tolstoy, poems by Alexander 
Pushkin. People on many different continents listen 
to beautiful music by Peter Tchaikovsky. Everybody 
who comes to Russia says that Russian songs are very 
beautiful. They can listen to the melodies of Russian 
songs for hours. Russian people made many discoveries 
in different fields of science, medicine and culture. 
Russia has many brilliant pilots, workers, teachers 
and dancers, engineers and doctors. There are many 
specialists in our country.

Russian people are open, kind and very hospitable.

3. Make the plan of the text.

4. Read out the sentences from the text with new words.

5. Retell the text.

WE READ
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WE LEARN

WE WRITE

6. a) Make these sentences interrogative and negative:

1) Russia is a rich country.
2) There are a lot of wonders in Russia.
3) People read novels by A.Chekhov.
4) Russian people make many discoveries.
4) The Russians have many brilliant pilots, doctors, dancers.
b) Put the same sentences in the Past Indefinite and the 
Future Indefinite Tense.

7. Write your own story about Russian people.

Remember!
Irregular Verbs 

Ивгæ мивдисджытæ
 I     II    III
make   made   made
put   put   put
read  read   read
run  ran   run
swim  swam  swum
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LESSON REVISION LESSON

WE TALK

1. Work in pairs. Vika and Pete met in the street. Each of 
them tells about his own city. Make up a dialogue.

2. Find the photo of any Russian city and describe it.

3. Imagine you are the guide. Show the stranger your town.

4. Look at these leaflets.

The Tretyakov Gallery
Opening: 4.00 a. m. to 6 a. m.
Monday–Friday
Sunday–12 a. m. to 3 p.m.
Saturday–12 a. m. to 3 p. m.

The Bolshoy Theatre
Opening: 3 a. m. to 11 p. m.
Monday–Friday
Sunday–10 a. m. to 11 p. m.
Saturday–10 a. m. to 11 p. m.
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5. Look at this fairy country. Describe it.
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6. Learn the poem.

Cuckoo Clock
My uncle has a cuckoo clock
To tell us all the time
He pops out of his little house
And always sings his rhyme:
“Cuckoo, cuckoo”.
The Cuckoo says it's two o'clock
It's telling us the time.
My uncle has a cuckoo clock.
To tell us all the time
He pops out of his little house
And always sings his rhyme:
“Cuckoo, cuckoo, cuckoo, cuckoo”.
The Cuckoo says it's four o'clock
It's telling us the time.

7. Listen to the “opposite song” and try to learn it by heart.

I can say UP and I can say DOWN
I can say SMILE and I can say FROWN
I can say FAST and I can say SLOW
I can say STOP and I can say GO.
I can say LARGE and I can say SMALL.
I can say SHORT and I can say TALL.
I can say SIT and I can say STAND.
I can say WATER and I can say LAND.
I can say YOUNG and I can say OLD.
I can say HOT and I can say COLD.

8. Do you remember the new words from UNIT III.

WE LEARN BY HEART

WE LISTEN

discovery, hospitable, to be situated in/ on, science, 
capital, motherland, make-made, noble, honest, 
wonder, bank, wonderful, to be devoted 
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1. Write three forms of these verbs:

do - __________________
drink - _______________
eat - _________________
go - __________________
have - ________________
make - _______________
put - _________________
read - ________________

__________________
__________________
__________________
__________________
__________________
__________________
__________________
__________________

2. Write some facts about:

Russian people
_____________________
_____________________
_____________________
_____________________
_____________________

Russia
_____________________
_____________________
_____________________
_____________________
_____________________

3. Make these words plural:

discovery - ___________________________________________
bank - _______________________________________________
wonder - _____________________________________________
gallery - _____________________________________________
library - _____________________________________________
church - _____________________________________________

4. Write the opposites:

here, town, hot, sunny, far, in front of, behind, city, cold, 
there, rainy, near

5. Transalte from Ossetian into English.

1. Дзæуджыхъæу у Цæгат Ирыстоны сæйраг сахар.
2. Уый уыди диссаджы киноныв.
3. Дзамболат у сыгъдæгзæрдæ лæппу.
4. Ирыстон у нæ райгуырæн бæстæ.

TEST LESSON
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HOME-READING

Read the Ossetian tale.

Sky Mirror
Once upon a time there lived a wife and a husband. 

They had only one son. One day their son said to his 
parents:

– Let me go travelling. We are very poor. I want to 
help my family to get money.

The parents prepared some tasty food for him and let 
him go.

When the boy went through the forest he met a wolf. 
He was very hungry and that's why he said:

– I'll eat you.
– Don't eat me. Some day I'll help you.
The boy thought a little and let him go. Then he met 

the eagle.
– I'll eat you, – said the boy.
– Don't eat me. Some day I'll help you.
Then he met the fox.
– I'll eat you, – said the hungry boy.
– Don't eat me. Some day I'll help you.
The boy went along the bank of the river and saw a 

big fish. He caught it and said:
– I'll eat you.
– Don't eat me. I'll help you some day. Though the 

boy was very hungry he felt sorry for fish and let him 
in the river.

The next day the hungry boy found the house where 
an old woman lived. This woman told  him about the 
girl of the king who had a sky mirror. This girl will 
marry the man who can hide so that she can't find him 
with the sky mirror.

The poor boy decided to try to marry this girl.
The king's daughter gave the first task to the poor 

boy. The boy went to the bank of the river and asked 
the fish if he would help to hide him. The  fish gulped 
him and swam to the bottom of the river.

But the king's daughter found him with her sky 
mirror.

The next day the boy asked the eagle to hide him. The eagle 
took him to the mountains and hid him there.

LESSON
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But the girl found him again.
Neither the wolf nor the fox helped him. The girl found the 

boy everywhere. But the girl was surprised that he had so many 
friends. She liked it and decided to marry him. They lived 
happily.

1. Answer the questions.

1) About whom is this tale?
2) Whom did the boy meet on the way?
3) With whom did the boy live?
4) What did an old woman tell the boy?
5) What could the sky mirror do?
6) Could the animals help the boy? Why?
7) Why did the girl agree to marry the boy?

2. Say who:

1) had the only son
2) wanted to eat the eagle
3) told the story about the sky mirror
4) had the sky mirror
5) had many friends

3. Tick the right variant:

1) The wife and the husband had two sons:
a) true  b) false  c) not stated

2) The parent didn’t prepare taste food.
a) true  b) false  c) not stated

3) The boy liked to play in the forest.
a) true  b) false  c) not stated

4) The next day the hungry boy found the house.
a) true  b) false  c) not stated

5) The girl was surprised.
a) true  b) false  c) not stated

4. Retell the story.
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WOLRD. LONDON.
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LESSON WE LEARN

1. Learn how to pronounce the new words.

2. Look at the pictures and say what you can see in them.

Buckingham Palace

St. Paul’s Cathedral

Westminster Abbey The Houses of Parliament

The Tower

Trafalgar Square
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WE READ

4. Learn how to read new words and sentences.

[eq] bear, wear, square [skweq], a square – squares. A 
small square. Red Square, Trafalgar Square. There are 
two squares in our town. We live in London near Trafalgar 
Square. 
['au] flower, tower [tauq], a tower – towers, an old tower, 
the Tower of London. The Tower of London is a museum 
now.
[T] cathedral [kq'TI:drql], a cathedral – cathedrals, St 
Paul's cathedral. St. Paul's Cathedral is one of the 
greatest English Churches.
[x] palace [pxlqs], a palace – palaces, Buckingham 
Palace, a beautiful palace. Westminster Abbey 
['west"minstq xbI] Westminster Abbey is more than nine 
hundred years old.
[R] parliament ['pRlqment]. The Houses of Parliament. On 
the other side of Trafalgar Square is Westminster Abbey. 

3. Play a game. Imagine you are a teacher. Let your classmates 
answer your questions. 

Example: T. Why did you go to London?
     P. I went there to see .......
     T. When did you go there?
     P. I went there last year.

Hyde Park, Tower of London, 
St. Paul’s Cathedral,
Buckingham Palace, 
Trafalgar Square, Big Ben.
The Houses of Parliament, 
Westminster Abbey.
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5. Read to get some information about London.

1) Hyde Park.

2) Buckingham 
Palace.

3) The Tower of 
London.  

4) St. Paul's 
Cathedral.

There are many old and new 
beautiful parks in London.
This park is the largest one. It 
is one of the most popular places 
of Londoners during the hot 
summer days. The park is famous 
for its Speaker's Corner.

It is a wonderful palace. The 
Queen Victoria Memorial is 
situated in front of it. It takes you 
ten minutes to get from this place 
to Trafalgar Square, which is the 
centre of London. The Queen of 
Great Britain lives there.

It is one of the greatest English 
Cathedrals. It is not far from the 
Tower of London. Sir Christopher 
Wren ['kristqfq'ren] built it in the 
17th century after the Great Fire. 
In one of the towers there is one 
of the largest bells in the world.

It was a fortress, a palace, a 
prison and the King's Zoo. Now it 
is a museum. You can
see a lot of interesting things 
in the Halls of it. William the 
Conqueror ['konkqrq] built it in 
the eleventh century ['senCqri].    
Twelve black ravens live in it. 
People believe that London will be 
rich while the ravens live there.
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5) Westminster
Abbey.

It is more than nine hundred 
years old. There are many 
monuments there. It is famous 
for Poet's Corner. It is one of 
the most famous and beautiful 
churches in London. This church 
has two towers.

6) The Houses of 
Parliament.

It is a long grey house with 
towers. The large clock in one of 
the towers is “Big Ben”. You can 
hear the sound of “Big Ben” every
hour in London. The members of
the British Parliament work 
there.

7) Trafalgar
Square It is the most beautiful place in

London. In the middle of it a 
monument to Admiral ['xdmrql]
Nelson is situated. There are four
lions there and two fountains 
['fauntin] on it.

6. Imagine you are a Londoner. Tell to a stranger what you 
know about London. 

7. Choose what you would like to see in London and act out 
a dialogue.

8. Write as many places of interest as you know.

square palace park church museum theatre

WE TALK

WE WRITE
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LESSON

9. You are talking to a friend. Ask him questions about the 
places he saw.

Example: When did you go to the Bolshoy Theatre?
1. When …Trafalgar Square?
2. When …Buckingham Palace?
3. When …Hyde Park?
4. When … St. Paul's Cathedral?
5. When … The Houses of Parliament?

10. Learn to write these words and expressions.

The Tower of London, The Houses of Parliament, 
Westminster Abbey, St. Paul's Cathedral, Buckingham 
Palace, Trafalgar Square.

WE LEARN

Remember!
The Present Perfect Tense.

Настоящее перфектное время.
have 
has
I have already bought a present.
He has cooked dinner. Now the dinner is 

ready.
She has cleaned her teeth. Now her teeth are 

clean.
You have opened the window. Now the 

window is open.
We have decorated the tree. Now the tree is 

beautiful.
They have listened to the music. Now they 

are happy.

already + Participle II
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I have already bought a present.

I
He

have
has already a presentparticiple II

Remember! 
already – уже  ever – когда-нибудь
just – только что yet – ещё

    never – никогда

have
has 
I haven´t bought a present yet.
She hasn´t cooked dinner yet.
Have you bought a present?
Has she cooked dinner?

1. Make up as many sentences as you can.

1. The 
mother 
Nina
The boys
I

have
has

already
just

bought a 
present for 
mother.
cooked dinner.
helped about 
the house.
played hockey.

2. The rain
I
Mary

haven't
hasn't

seen a new
film read the 
book stopped

yet.

not+Participle II+ yet
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WE READ

2. Insert just, already, ever, never, not … yet in the sentences.

Example: He has read “Cinderella” (already).
He has already read “Cinderella”.

1. I have listened to the radio (just). 2. Pete has seen 
the film on TV (already). 3. Nelly has been to London 
(never). 4. Have you been to New York? (ever) 5. I have 
had my dinner. (not … yet). 6. Have you translated the 
text? (already).

3. What Bob says is not true. So disagree with him.

1) My granny has cleaned the carpet.
2) The children have helped their parents.
3) He has cleaned his teeth.
4) I have bought newspaper and magazines at the post   
office.
5) Mark has been to France.

4. What says Ann is true. Agree with her.

1) I have never met this man.
2) Pete has just been to America.
3) You have not read this book yet.
4) They have already built a new bridge.
5) She has already brought a lot of food.

5. Look at the tickets and say where the Browns have been.

Remember!
Irregular Verbs 

 I     II     III
see   saw   seen
meet  met   met
burn  burnt   burnt
break  broke   broken
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6. Choose the necessary form.

1. She (saw, has seen) this film yesterday. She already 
(saw, has seen) this film. 2. Have you (meet, met) the boy 
at the post office? No, I haven't (meet, met) him. 3. Who 
(broke, has broken) the window yesterday? 4. The boy 
(broke, has broken) his arm and he is in hospital now. 5. 
Yesterday the fire (burn, has burnt) in the street.

7. Learn how to read new words and sentences.

[e] ready, already [Ll'redI]. I have already cooked dinner. 
Nick has already done his homework,now he is not busy.
[A] but, just [GAst]. They have just read this book. My 
brother has just met his friend.
[e] ever, never. Have you ever been to London? I have 
never been to London. Has she ever played hockey? She 
has never played hockey. She hasn't watched it yet.
[I] building ['bIldIN] There are many new buildings in our 
town.
bridge [brIG], a bridge – bridges, to build a bridge. They 
have built a new bridge!
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WE LEARN BY HEART

8. Learn by heart this poem.

In July we went to England.
Stayed in Brighton by the sea.
We came back through Wales and Scotland.
Then across the cold North Sea.

WE LISTEN

WE WRITE

9. Listen to the interview of your friend who has just come 
from London.

10. Write three forms of these verbs:

to listen, to read, to be, to meet, to burn, to translate, to 
have, to clean, to see, to break, to buy, to help, to build, to 
come, to play, stop, to cook, to open, to put, to eat, to do, to 
drink, to swim, to run, to go.

12. Learn how to write these words.

11. Fill in the proper form of the verbs: read, be, built, see, 
buy, meet.

1. We haven't … Trafalgar Square yet.
2. You haven't … flowers yet.
3. Mark has never … to Rome.
4. Sam has already … the book.
5. My parents has already … my cousin.
6. Have you … a new house yet?

12. Learn how to write these words.

building, ever, never, yet, already, just, 
bridge
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WE READ

1. Here are some facts from London History.

The Romans.
The Romans went to England many, many years ago. 

They built a town on the River Thames [temz]. The name 
of the town was Londinium [lAn'dJniqm]. The Romans 
built Londinium near the river. The place for the town 
was very good. Soon the Romans built a bridge over the 
River Thames.

Londinium got bigger and bigger. The Romans built a 
lot of roads from Londinium to other pats of Britain.

By the 400, there were fifty thousand people in 
Londinium. Soon after 400 the Romans left Britain. We 
don't know very much about Londinium between the years 
of 400 and 1000.

The River Thames has always been a part of London 
history. In Roman times Londinium was a small town with 
the Thames in its centre. Now London is the centre of 
Great Britain.

Until 1749, there was only one bridge over the river  
London Bridge. The old London Bridge looked very 
strange. There were houses and shops on the bridge. In 
the nineteenth century there were already many new 
bridges in London. Now there are more than twenty 
bridges over the Thames.

2. True, false or don't know?

– There are many bridges over the Thames now.
– There were many bridges over the Thames in Roman 
times.
– The Romans came to England in the nineteenth 
century.
– Londinium was a very beautiful town in old times.
– The Romans built few roads in England.
– Londinium is the old name of London.
– There were many cinemas on London Bridge.

3. Make up the English words using the parts of the words

to  ding  are  ace
buil cath  mus  squ  war  don
eum lon  tha  pal  edral  mes

LESSON
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4. The tourists have just finished their tour. Read and 
say what they have already seen or visited and what they 
haven't seen in London.

Example: They have already seen (visited)
Trafalgar Square.
They haven't seen Big Ben yet.

Yes No
1. Trafalgar Square
2. London Zoo
3. The Houses of
Parliament
4. The British Museum
5. The Tower of London
6. St. Paul's Cathedral

1. Big Ben
2. Hyde Park 
3. Buckingham 
Palace
4. The Thames  
5. Westminster Abbey 
6. Tower Bridge 

5. Answer Bibo's questions and tell him what you have done 
today. 

1) What have you eaten today?
2) What have you drunk today?
3) What games have you played today?
4) What lessons have you had today?
5) Who have you met today?
6) What have you bought today?
7) Where have you been today?
8) Who hasn't come to school today?

WE WRITE

6. Write what places of Moscow you have been to ⁄ haven't 
been to.

the Kremlin, Red Square, the Pushkin Museum, the 
Bolshoy Theatre

7. Write what places of London you have been to ⁄ haven't 
been to.

Trafalgar Square, Buckingham Palace, Hyde Park, St. 
Paul's Cathedral
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1. Learn how to pronounce the new words.

2. Look at the pictures and say what you can see in them.

king
король

architect
архитектор

queen
королева

conqueror
Wiliam the Conqueror
Вильям Завоеватель

sightseeing
достпримечательность

3. Learn how to read new words and sentences.

[ai] right, light, sight, sightseeing ['sait"siJN] Our family 
made a London Sightseeing Tour.
[R] park, architect, an architect – architects, a famous 
architect. Sir Christopher Wren was a famous English 
architect. Who is the architect of St. Paul's Cathedral?
[i] thing, king, a king – kings, a king of the country. 
Once upon a time there lived a king. Henry the Eighth 
was the King of England in the sixteenth century.
[J] been, seen, queen, a queen  queens, the Queen of 
England. Have you ever seen the queen?
[O] conqueror ['kOnkqrq]. William the Conqueror was king 
of England.

WE LEARN LESSON
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4. Read the text to know more information about London.

The History of London
At the beginning of the 11th century England was 

already a big country and London was a very important 
city. In 1066 William the Conqueror and his people went 
to England from Normandy ['nLmqndi] in France.

William the Conqueror became King of England. The 
King lived in London. Many of his people lived in London 
too. But William was afraid of the English, of the people of 
London and he built the White Tower to live in it. Now it's 
one of the most important and beautiful buildings of the 
Tower.

All Kings and Queens of England lived in London. It 
became the biggest city in England. By 1600 there were 
more than two hundred thousand people in London.

In those days people usually built houses of wood. 
Sometimes there were fires in the city, but they were 
usually very small. Then came 1666, the year of the Great 
Fire of London.

On Saturday, 2nd September 1666 there was a strong 
wind from the river and a big fire began. It began in the 
house of the king's baker, near London Bridge. Soon the 
next house burnt and then the next and next. The fire 
burnt until Thursday. The fire burnt for four days. More 
than 250 thousand people didn't have home any more.

After the Great Fire people built a new city.

5. Read the sentences to illustrate the pictures.
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6. Answer the questions.

1) When did England become a big country?
2) Where did William the Conqueror come from?
3) Why did William the Conqueror build the White Tower?
4) How many people lived in London by 1600?
5) Where and when did the Great Fire of London start?

7. Listen to the beginning of the sentences from “The History 
of London” and give the endings.

8. Listen to the text “The History of London” and compare it 
with the text given in this book. Find differences.

9. Fill in: king, queen, architect, sightseeing, conqueror.

1) Sir Christopher Wren was a famous English … .
2) All … and … lived in London.
3) In 1066 William the … became king of England.
4) Our family made a London … tour.

10. Learn to write these words and expressions.

WE LISTEN

WE WRITE

sightseeing, king, Queen, architect,
conqueror 
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LESSON WE LISTEN AND READ

1. Listen to the text “London” and name the most important 
parts of the city.

2. Listen and read these words from the text.

a) London ['lAndqn]
Great Britain ["greit"'britn]
Europe ['juqrqp]
the Thames [temz]
the City [sItI]
the West End ["west'end]
the East End ["I:st'end]
Westminster Abbey ['westminstq'xbi]
Newton [nju'tqn]
Darwin ['dRwIn]
Watt [wot]

b) thousand ['Tauznd] – мин, тысяча
commercial [kq'mE:Sl] – коммерческий
business ['biznqs] – бизнес
rich [rIC] – хъæздыг, богатый
scientist ['saIqntIst] – aхуыргонд, учёный
buried ['berId] – ныгæд, похороненный
university ["ju:nI'vE:sqtI] – университет

3. Read the text “London” and find the sentences including 
the following words: capital, the Thames, business, richest, 
building, scientist.

London
London is the capital of Great Britain. More than six 

million people live in London. London lies on both banks of 
the river Thames. It is the largest city in Europe and one 
of the largest cities in the world.

London is not only the capital of country, it is also a 
very big port, one of the greatest commercial centers in 
the world, a university city.

The most important parts of London are: the City, the 
West End, the East End and Westminster.

The City is the busiest part of London. People do 
business there. Only about ten thousand people live there.

The West End is the richest part of London. You can 
find the best shops, theatres, cinemas, museums, parks 
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WE LEARN BY HEART

and squares there. The rich people live in the West End.
The East End is the part of London where working 

people live. It is not so rich as other parts of London.
Westminster Abbey is one of the most beautiful 

buildings in London. There are many monuments there. 
Many great English scientists are buried there; among 
them Newton, Darwin and Watt. 

4. Tell the class what you learnt about London.

5. Learn these poems by heart.

Humpty Dumpty
Humpty Dumpty sat on a wall,
Humpty Dumpty had a great fall,
All the King's horses and all the king's men
*Couldn't put Humpty together again.

*can – could (Past Indefinite)

The King and his Daughters
There was a king and he had three daughters
And they all lived in a basin of water;
The basin bedded,
My story's ended.
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WE TALK

6. Choose the picture and tell what you know about this town 
or city.

London

Moscow

Vladikavkaz
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WE WRITE

6. Look at the pictures and say what these animals have 
already done.

8. Complete the passage with the correct form of the verbs in 
brackets.

Tony (work) in a bank two years ago. No he  (not /work) 
there because he (not/ want) to work there. No he (travel) 
to many countries. He already (be) to India, Spain and 
France. He (not/have) any money to travel.
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LESSON WE LEARN

1. Ask questions to the underlined words.

1) I have been to America this month.
2) We have already bought flowers for Mum's birthday.
3) Sarah has broken her leg today.
4) We have visited St. Paul's Cathedral this week.
5) My uncle has given me 50 $ today to buy fruit and 
vegetables.

2. Put the verbs into the Past Indefinite Tense or Present 
Perfect Tense.

1) My father (to go) to Spain two days ago.
2) She (to drink) coffee yet.
3) We (to go) to bed at 10 o'clock last night.
4) She (to iron) ever clothes?
5) Laura (to be) never to France.

3. Mairbek is at school now. Look at the picture and answer 
the questions.

1) Has she closed the fridge?
2) Has she turned the water off?

Remember!
Where has he gone?
What have they done?
Why has she bought it?
Who has broken the window?
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WE LEARN BY HEART

6. Learn this poem by heart.

3) Has she washed the vegetables?
4) Has she watered the flowers?
5) Has she drunk her tea?
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Pussy cat
Pussy cat, Pussy cat, where have you been?
I've been to London to look at the Queen.
Pussy cat, Pussy  cat, what did you do there?
I frightened a little mouse under a chair.

7. Act out a dialogue:

Pete: Have you ever been to any country?
Sally: …
Pete: What country have you been to?
Sally: …
Pete: With whom were you there?
Sally: …
Pete: What places did you visit?
Sally: …
Pete: Did you meet new friends?
Sally: …
Pete: What clothes did you take?
Sally: …

8. Use the definite article where it's necessary.

Do it as quick as you can.
… Westminster
… Poet's Corner
… Buckingham Palace
… Big Ben
… Thames

WE TALK
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… St. Paul's Cathedral
… Tower of London
… England
… City
… Trafalgar Square
… London

9. Answer the questions:

1) What is the biggest city in Britain?
2) How many people live in London?
3) What is the biggest part of London?
4) What is the richest part of London?
5) What language do the people in Britain speak?
6) What river does London stand on?

WE WRITE

10. Make up 5 special questions in the Present Perfect Tense 
and write them down.

1. Look at the pictures and name sightseeings from different 
countries. 

REVISION LESSON LESSON

1

2
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2. Look at Julie's diary and say what her plans are for the 
next week.

Example: Julie will go to the theatre next week.

3. Look at the same diary and say it in the Present Perfect 
Tense.

Example: Julie has already gone to the theatre.

4. Make up questions

Have
Has

you
she

ever been
seen
met
bought
burnt

your mother?
the Queen?
to Paris?
a new film?
your breakfast 
books?

Monday: theatre
Tuesday: St. Paul's 
Cathedral
Wednesday: Trafalgar 
Square
Thursday: Hyde Park

Friday: Buckingham 
Palace
Saturday: Westminster 
Abbey
Sunday: cinema

3

4
6

5
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5. What can you tell about:

Hyde Park
Buckingham Palace
Westminster Abbey

6. Riddles.

a) The teacher writes on me with chalk: My face is black, 
I cannot talk.
b) I am tall. I am  green. In the forest I can be seen.
c) I am made of wood. I have four legs. People sit on me. 
I am … .
d) What is without hands and without feet, without neck 
and head, but can open the door?

7. Sing a song.

Twinkle, Twinkle, Little Star.
Twinkle, Twinkle, little star!
How I wonder what you are?
Up above the world so high
Like a diamond in the sky.
When the blazing sun is set
And the grass with dew is wet,
Then you show your little light,
Twinkle, twinkle all the night!

8. Let's remember the new words from Unit 4.

the Tower of London, Westminster Abbey, the 
Houses of Parliament, St. Paul's Cathedral,  
Buckingham Palace, Trafalgar Square, already, 
yet, ever, never, building, just, bridge, sighteeing,  
architect, king, queen, conqueror
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LESSON

LESSON

OPTIONAL LESSON

TEST

1. Give three forms of the verbs

1. play    6. see 
2. cut     7. meet  
3. drink    8. burn 
4. wear    9. break 
5. like     10. have 

2. Choose the right variant.

1. I … to America this month.
a) have been b) was  c) am

2. My father … to Italy two months ago.
a) went  b) has been c) have been

3. Laura … never to France.
a) was  b) to be  c) has been

4. Yesterday my friend … a TV  set.
a) has bought b) is buying c) bought

5. I … ironing the clothes now.
a) have been b) am  c) is

3. What do you know about London?

1. It was a fortress, a palace, prison and the king's zoo 
_____________________________________________________.
2. Sir Christopher Wren built it in the 17th century ____
_____________________________________________________.
3. It is famous for the Poet's Corner __________________.
4. It is a long grey house with towers. The large clock
in one of the towers is “Big Ben”_______________________.
5. The Queen of Great Britain lives there _____________.
6. In the middle of it a monument to Admiral Nelson
is situated __________________________________________.
7. The Romans built a town on the river. What town?
_____________________________________________________.
8. What is the date of the Great Fire? _________________.
9. The most important parts of London are ____________.
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HOME-READING

4. Translate:

1) Майкл был сегодня на трафальгарской площади.
2) Искуы Лондоны уыдтæ?
3) Нæ сыхæгтæ сæ ног хæдзар нæма сарæзтой.
4) Римляне построили новый город на реке Темза.
5) Лондоны цæры 6 милуан адæймагæй фылдæр.

Read the text about Mary Poppins and her friends.

enough [I:'nAf] – æгъгъæд, фаг, достаточно
gardener ['gRdnq] – дыргъдонгæс, садовник
needed ['nJdId] – хъæугæ, необходимый
upstairs ['Ap"stFqz] – уæлейы, наверху
to wait [weIt] – æнхъæлмæ кæсын, ждать
to lift up ['lIft'Ap] – исын, поднимать
stairs [stFqz] – асинтæ, лестница
visitor ['vIzItq] – уазæг, посетитель
several ['sevrql] – цалдæр, несколько
soap ['soVp] – сапон, мыло

Mary Poppins
If you want to find Cherry Tree Lane you should ask the 

policeman at the crossroad. He will say.
“First to your right, then to your left, then right again 

and you're there”.
And if you do what he tells you, you will come to Cherry 

Tree Lane. On one side of the street there are houses, on 
the other side there is a park and there are cherry trees 
in it. If you are looking for number seventeen you will 
very soon find it. It is the only one  that needs a paint. 
Mr. Banks, who lives in the house, said to his wife, Mrs. 
Banks, that they could have a nice clean, comfortable 
house or four children but that they didn't have *enough 
money for both. Mrs. Banks thought about this and 
decided to have Jane, Michael, John and Barbara. So that 
was that and the Banks family came to live at number 
seventeen with Mrs. Brill who cooked for them, Emma laid 
the tables for them and cleaned for them, and Robertson, 
the *gardener, cut the grass and grew vegetables and 

LESSON
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flowers.
“Oh, what shall we do?” said Mrs. Banks.
“Just write to the Morning Paper”, said Mr. Banks, “and 

say that Jane, Michael, John and Barbara Banks need a 
kind nanny to take care of them. Now I must go to work.”

Mr. Banks said goodbye to his wife, left the house and 
went down the street to the station with his black bag in 
his hand. Mrs. Banks went into the living-room, sat down 
and wrote letters all day to the newspapers. She wrote 
that the family *needed a nanny. *Upstairs in the house 
Jane and Michael sat near the window. They watched the 
birds in the cherry and talked about their nanny.

“I'm happy that Katie Nanna has gone”, said Michael. “I 
never liked her. She never was kind”.

At the end of the afternoon Mrs. Brill and Emma came 
to give them their dinner and to bath the two youngest 
children. After dinner the children sat at the window 
again and *waited for their father to come home.

“There he is!” said Michael.
“That's not daddy”, Jane said. “It's somebody else.”
They could now see that it was a woman with a bag in 

one hand. The wind was strong. When she came into the 
garden a strange thing happened. The wind seemed to 
take her, *lift her up and throw her at the house.

“I've never seen that happen before”, said Michael. 
When she came down at the door the whole house shook.

“Let's go and see who it is!” said Jane and they went 
to the *stairs from where they could see everything and 
everybody in the hall. They saw their mother in the hall 
with a *visitor. The lady had black hair. She was thin and 
had large feet and hands and blue eyes.

“You'll find that they are nice children,” said Mrs. 
Banks. “They are never a problem.” They could see that 
their mother did not really think that this was true and 
they felt that the visitor understood it too.

“Do you have a letter from the house where you worked 
before?” said Mrs. Banks.

“Oh, I never have those letters,” said the visitor. Mrs. 
Banks didn't know what to say.

“I thought people usually have such letters when they 
come to work in a new house.”

“Not these days, you know,” answered the visitor.
Mrs. Banks did not want her guest to think that she 
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did not do the same as everybody else, so she quickly 
said, “That's fine then. I don't think we need a letter. The 
children are upstairs in their bedroom.”

And she went upstairs. The visitor got to the children's 
bedroom at the same time as their mother.

“Meet your new nanny, Mary Poppins.”
Mary Poppins looked at the children and thought for 

*several minutes.
“How did you come here?” Jane asked. “Did the wind 

bring you?”
“It did,” said the new nanny. Then Mary Poppins opened 

her bag. First she took out some *soap, then a toothbrush, 
then a small armchair and so on.

“Now,” she said, “into bed.”
In a minute the children were in bed.
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1. Check your facts.

1) Robertson was a
a) gardener   
b) cook  
c) nanny

2) Mr. Banks told his wife to write to the 
a) Afternoon Paper 
b) Evening Paper    
c) Morning Paper

3) The Banks family lived at number
a) fifty   
b) ten  
c) seventeen

4) Mary Poppins took out
a) a bed and some food 
b) a toothbrush and some soap
c) a cup of tea

2. Say who did the following:

1) said goodbye to his wife
2) wrote that the family needed a nanny
3) opened her bag and took out some things

3. Who said the following:

1) Oh, what shall we do?
2) That's not daddy.
3) I've never seen that happen before
4) Not these days, you know!

4. Answer the questions:

1) How many people were there in the Bank's house?
Can you name them?
2) How did Mary Poppins come to the Banks?
3) What was strange about the new nanny?
4) Did you like children's new nanny?

5. Retell the story.
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WORLD. 
THE USA.
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LESSON WE LEARN

1. Look at the sights of America. Learn how to pronounce the 
names of sights.

the Capitol [Dq'kxpltOl]

the Statue of Liberty
[Dq'stxtSH qv'lIbqtI]

The White House 
[Dq'wQIt'hQus]

the Grand Canyon
[Dq'grxnd'kxnjqn]
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WE READ

2. What do you know about the sights of America.

3) The Statue of 
Liberty

was built in New York in 1886. 
It was a gift to America from the 
people of France. The Statue of 
Liberty is America's symbol of 
freedom.

2) The Grand 
Canyon is one of the places which attracts

the tourists. The canyon is one 
mile deep and 277 miles long. 
There are a lot of plants and 
animals opposite the canyon. The 
south side is a dry country, the 
north side has forests.

4) The Capitol
is the meeting place of the 
US Congress. It is located in 
Washington D.C. The Capitol has 
a long history in Art of the USA. 
You can visit the Capitol from 9 
a.m. to 3:45 p.m. 

1) The White House
The part where the President of 
the United States lives and works 
is not open to the public. The 
White House is one of the most 
beautiful places in the capital of 
the USA. It consists of 132 rooms. 
You can visit the library, the Red 
Room, the Blue Room and the 
Green Room.
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3. Learn to read new words and expressions.

[A] public, a public place, a public man, a public library, 
the American public, in public. Don't tell this in public.
[q] to consist, to consist of. The furniture consists of 
three parts. My book consists of 2 parts.
[x] to attract, to attract people, to attract public. This 
sightseeing attracts tourists. You don't attract me.
[QI] dry, a dry place, a dry flower, dry bread, to dry 
oneself.
[I] gift, a gift to America. A good book is the best gift.
[J] freedom, my freedom.Freedom is necessary for the 
happy life of people.

4. Hetag listened to the radio yesterday. He got some 
information about sights of America. But he didn't remember 
some facts. Help him.

The White House consists of …
The Grand Canyon is … deep and … long.
The Statue of Liberty was built in …  .
America's symbol of freedom is … .
The most famous building in the USA is … .
You can visit … … … … in the White House.

5. Listen to the news. Agree or disagree.

6. Listen to the words and expressions and repeat.

7. Tell your grandmothers and grandfathers what you know 
about the sights of America.

8. Learn to write new words and expressions.

WE LISTEN

WE TALK

WE WRITE

the Grand Canyon, the White House, the Statue of 
Liberty, the Capitol, public, to consist of, to attract, 
dry, gift, freedom
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1. Match the parts of these words.

black  chair    foot   cup
table  milk    fisher  arm
board  sea    book  bath
room  post    ball   case
man  time    basket
 

2. Make up sentences using these words (in The Present 
Perfect Tense).

LESSON

Remember!
Irregular Verbs!

Present  Past   Participle II
mean   meant  meant
learn   learnt  learnt
make   made   made  

Remember!

sea + man = seaman – seamen
milk + man = milkman – milkmen
post + man = postman – postmen
fisher + man = fisherman – fishermen

to mean seaman
to learn milkman
to make postman
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8. Practise in reading. 

America, North America, South America, Central 
America, Christopher Columbus ['krIstqfq kq'lAmbqs], the 
United [jH'nQItId] States [steIts] of America, India.

4. Learn to read the new words.

[eI] main, sail [seIl], to sail – sailed. The boat sailed out 
of the part. The ship will sail for America in two weeks.
[OI] boy, voyage ['vOIIG], a voyage – voyages, to make a 
voyage. Let's have a sea voyage.
[J] reach [rJtS], to reach – reached, to reach the mountains. 
When shall we reach England?

5. Read the text about the discovery of America.

The Discovery of America.

“America” is the name of the country the United States 
of America. It is the name of the two continents: North 
America and South America.

Christopher Columbus discovered America in 1492. He 
was born in Italy but lived in Spain for a long time. He 
was a seaman and made sea voyages. In 1492 the King 
and the Queen of Spain gave him money to go to India. 
After he sailed 4000 miles he reached some land. But it 
was not India. It was a new land, a new continent. It was 
Central America. People began to speak about the land as 
“the New World”.

6. What have you learnt about Christopher Columbus?

1) place and country where he was born.
2) country where he lived.
3) Columbus's profession
4) the land Columbus looked for
5) the land Columbus discovered
6) the name of the new land

WE READ

WE TALK

7. Make a report about the discovery of America.

8. Describe this picture.
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WE WRITE

9. Write a short story about Christopher Columbus.

10. Learn to write these words.

to sail, to reach, voyage, learn – learnt – learnt, 
make – made – made, mean – meant – meant
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LESSON WE READ

1. Today Lizzy has found some information about American 
symbols in internet. Before reading this information learn to 
read these words:

*stripe [straIp] – полоса, хахх
*flag [flxg] – флаг, тырыса
*display [dIs'pleI] – вывешивать, ауындзын
*eagle [Jgl] – орёл, цæргæс
*branch ['brRnC] – ветвь, къалиу
*peace [pJs] – мир, дуне
*arrow ['xrqV] – стрела, фат
*strength [streNT] – сила, тых

American Symbols
The American *flag is often called “The Stars and 

*Stripes”. There are three colours on the flag of the United 
States: red, white and blue. As there are fifty states in the 
United States, there are fifty stars on the American flag: 
one star for each state.

The American flag has thirteen stripes. The stripes 
are red and white. The flag has seven red stripes and 
six white stripes. There is one stripe for each of the first 
thirteen colonies of the US.

In some schools there is a flag in each classroom, and 
children stand in front of the flag every day. You can see 
the American flag in shops and offices, in the streets and 
squares, in small towns and big cities. Americans are 
proud of their flag and *display it in many places.

One of the most famous symbols of the USA is the 
Statue of Liberty.

The *eagle became the national symbol of the country 
in 1782. It has an olive *branch (a symbol of *peace) and 
*arrows (symbols of *strength).

Every state in the USA has its own flag, its own symbol 
and its own song.
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WE TALK

WE WRITE

2. What four American symbols have you learnt? What can 
you tell about them?

3. Agree or disagree.

1) The American flag is often called “Stars and Stripes.”
2) There are two colours on the flag of the USA red and 
white.
3) The American flag has 13 stripes.
4) The Americans are proud of their flag but don't display 
it.
5) The most famous symbol of the USA is Buckingham 
Palace.
6) An olive branch is a symbol of power.
7) Arrows are symbols of strength.

4. Describe Ossetian and Russian flag. 
What can you tell about them?

5. Make up a dialogue. One of you is an American, the other 
one is an Ossetian. Discuss the symbols of your countries.

6. What is the difference between 
Ossetian, Russian and American flags?

7. Complete the sentences.

1) fast   My  car is … than yours.
2) interesting  It is  the… book of all.
3) short   Arsen is … than Helen.
4) strong  David is … in the family.
5) bad   Tom  is … pupil  in class.
6) beautiful  Sally  is … girl in our town.
7) happy   Tamu is a … boy.

8. Write a report about Ossetian and Russian flags.
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LESSON WE LEARN

Remember!
The Smiths have lived here for 10 years.
Mike has known Alan for many years.
I haven't seen her for years.
They have known each other since 1999.

1. Look at the pictures.

have known each other

have had these things

have lived there
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2. Say how long David has…

a) lived there?  b) been here?
for 10 years      for 4 years
for 3 months      for a week
since 1970       since May
since Friday      since Monday

3. Complete the dialogues with “for” or “since”.

1. Peter: How long have you known John?
Aslan: I have known him ________ 1998.

2. Andy: How long has Bibo lived in France?
Tom: He has lived here ________ ten years.

3. Helen: How long have you worked there?
Nick: I have  worked there ________ 1970.

4. George: How long have you been to Asia?
Ann: I have been to Asia ________ seven years.

4. Look at the pictures and say as in the example.

Example: It has been cold since morning.

sunny, rainy, hot, snowy

France

London New York

Moscow
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6. Learn this poem by heart.

When I'm little older
I want to buy a boat,
And up and down the river
Together we shall float.

I'll have a little cabin,
It will be white and red
With curtains for the window
And curtains for the bed.

I'll have a little cookstove
On which to fry my fishes,
And all the blue river
To wash my dishes.

7. Choose the right word:

1. How long … you been here? (are, have, been).
2. I have … these books for 20 years (been, had, has).
3. You have just … your voyage, haven't you? (make, 
making, made).
4. I … a week ago (have come, came, come).
5. Did you … a nice voyage? (have, has, had).

doctor  teacher  singer  milkman
1967  7 years  12 years  1982

WE LEARN BY HEART

WE WRITE
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1. Bibo got a letter from his friend John from America. 
He tells about his hometown Washington, D.C. But 
before reading the letter learn to read these words and 
expressions:

Washington ['wPSINtqn]
President ['prezIdqnt]
Congress ['kPNgres]
Columbia [kq'lAmbIq]
Virginia [vq'GInIq]
Thomas Jefferson ['tPmqs 'GefE:sAn]
District ['dIstrIkt] – район
Independence ["IndI'pendqns] – сæрибардзинад. незави-
симость 
Declaration ["deklq'reISqn] – деклараци, декларация

Washington D.C.
Hi! My name is John and I'm 11 years old. I live in 

Washington D.C.
It is not only my hometown but the hometown of the 

President of the United States.
My hobby is reading. It is one of the best hobbies to 

have in Washington D.C. Because the library of Congress 
is situated here. It is the largest national library in the 
world.

Washington D.C. is a city and district, the District of 
Columbia (D.C.)

Do you know who George Washington is? He was the 
first President of the United States. George Washington 
was born in Virginia. He grew up on a large farm. He 
went to school for about eight years. He liked to study 
Mathematics, History and Geography.

George Washington and his American army took part in 
the War for American Independence.

The Declaration of Independence was written by Thomas 
Jefferson. He was the third President of the USA.

The tallest building in Washington D.C. is United States 
– Capitol. The beautiful home of every President of the 
USA is the White House.

Welcome to my hometown. I'm sure you'll like it. 

WE READ LESSON

WE TALK
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2. Answer the questions.

1) Who lives in Washington, D.C.?
2) What does “D.C.” mean?
3) Who was the first president of the USA?
4) Where was George Washington born?
5) What is the largest library in the world?
6) Who was the Declaration of Independence written by?
7) Who was the third president of the USA?

3. Act out the dialogue.

Bibo: I got your letter. Thanks a lot. I'm calling you 
about our trip to Washington , D.C. We'll take the train to 
Washington next Tuesday. Will you meet us?

John: Sure! I think I can meet you.
Bibo: Great!
John: You'll have a great time in Washington. I'll be 

waiting for your call.
Bibo: Thanks. Good-bye.
John: Bye.

4. Choose a partner and talk about Washington D.C. and 
Moscow. One of you is an American, the other one is Russian.

7. Make up sentences and write them down.

The Greens
The Chetagurovs
The Smirnovs
The Techievs

in this house
have lived

for
since

1993.
5 years.
25 years.
they were 
children.

WE LISTEN
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1. Translate the words in the table.

2. Refer the words to “noun” or “verb”.

1) The ship was on the sea for 5 days.
2) The Americans shipped some food to Britain.
3) The children played in the yard.
4) That's a wonderful play!
5) There are many fish in the river.
6) Let's go fishing!

3. Translate these words.

LESSONWE LEARN

Remember!
peace + ful = peaceful    sail – to sail
colour + ful = colourful    fish – to fish
wonder + ful = wonderful   play – to play
beauty + ful = beautiful   ship – to ship

Remember!
to translate – translator     to write – writer
to read – reader       to sail – sailor
to decorate – decorator
to travel – traveller

Remember!
kind – unkind
happy – unhappy
comfortable – uncomfortable
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4. Translate these words.

5. Read and translate.

1) He translates many books. He is a translator. 
2) He decorates houses. He is a decorator.
3) She is writing a letter.
4) A. Pushkin is a writer.
5) Christopher Columbus is a sailor.

6. а) Remember the proverbs!

A friend in need is a friend indeed.
First think, then speak.
It is never too late to learn.
A drop in the sea.
Every country has its customs.
b) Explain these proverbs.

7. Crossword Puzzle.

1. What do you know about the USA?

1) Who discovered America?
a) Christopher Columbus
b) George Washington
c) Thomas Jefferson

2) Who was the first president of the USA?
a) Abraham Lincoln

REVISION LESSON

WE TALK

LESSON
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b) George Washington
c) Franklin D. Roosevelt

3) Which is the United Stated capital?
a) New York
b) Los Angeles
b) Washington, D.C.

4) The American flag has:
a) thirty stripes
b) thirteen stripes
c) fifty stripes

5) Where is the Statue of Liberty situated?
a) New York
b) Chicago
c) San Francisco

6) The USA consists of … States
a) 50  b) 60  c) 70  d) 80

7) What building is the symbol of the USA?
a) the library of Congress  c) the Capitol
b) the Statue of Liberty  d) Hollywood

8) The official residence of the American President is …
a) the Capitol    c) The parliament
b) Buckingham Palace   d) The White House

2. What do you know about the sights of America?

3. Tell about Christopher Columbus and his discovery.

4. What American Symbols do you know?

5. What is the capital of the USA and what can you tell about 
it?

6. Do you remember the words and expressions from Unit 5.

the Grand Canyon, the White House, the Statue 
of Liberty, the Capitol, public, to consist, to 
attract, gift, dry, voyage, learn – learnt – learnt, 
to sail, freedom, mean – meant – meant, to 
reach, make – made – made
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LESSON OPTIONAL LESSON

TEST

HOME-READING

1. Choose  any place of interest of the USA and write what 
you know about it.

2. Write how long Mary has lived in London. Choose “for” or 
“since”

12 years  2 months  1970  Friday

3. a) Make adjectives of these nouns.
wonder  beauty  peace

b) Make these adjectives negative.
happy   kind   comfortable

c) Make nouns of these verbs
read   write   translate

4. Write 3 proverbs.

5. Write your story about your travelling to the USA. 
(10 sentences).

*hedgehog ['heGhPg] – ёж, уызын
*if [If] – если, кæд, куы
*to sell-sold [sel-sqVld] – продавать, уæй кæнын
*language ['lxNgwIG] – язык, æвзаг
*to learn-learnt [lE:n-lE:nt] – учить, ахуыр кæнын
*to understand ['Andq"stxnd] – понимать, æмбарын

The Story of Doctor Dolittle.
Once upon a time, many years ago, there was a 

doctor and his name was John Dolittle. He lived 
in a little town. All the people, young and old, knew 
him very well and when he walked down the street 
everybody said:

LESSON

LESSON
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“There goes the doctor. He 's a very clever man.”
All the dogs, cats and birds knew him.
He loved animals and kept many pets.
One day when an old lady came to see the doctor she 

sat on a *hedgehog which was asleep on the sofa. The old 
lady never came again. Then his sister, Sarah Dolittle, 
came to see him and said:

“John, people will not come to see you *if you have so 
many pets in the house. Soon we will have no money 
because the best people won't have you for a doctor.”

“But I like my pets”, said the doctor.
So, as time went on, the doctor got more and more pets 

but nobody came to see him. It took a lot of  money to buy 
them food. So he *sold his piano. Then he sold his brown 
suit. He didn't have any money. But the dogs, cats and the 
birds loved him.

One day the doctor's friend who loved cats told him:
“You must take care of people's pets. You can be their 

doctor.”
The parrot flew on the doctor's table and said:
“That man is clever. Take care of animals and not 

people.” You can talk to animals. I'll teach you. And that 
is how the doctor knew that animals have a *language and 
that they can talk to each other. He learnt Bird's, Dogs' and 
Cats' ABC. Soon, with the parrot's help, the doctor *learnt 
the language of the animals so well that he could talk to 
them and *understand what they said.

When Doctor's friend told everybody that John Dolittle 
was an animal doctor people brought him their pets. He 
had a lot more work than before.

The pets were so happy that they had a doctor who 
knew what they wanted.

1. Check your facts.

1) John Dolittle sold his 
a) horse and cow  
b) house 
c) piano and suit

2) Who taught John Dolittle to speak to animals?
a) Sarah Dolittle 
b) Dolittle's friend 
c) the parrot
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3) John Dolittle sister's name was.
a) Mary  
b) Sarah   
c) Dane

2. Who said this:
1) “Soon we'll have no money.”
2) “But I like my pets.”
3) “You can be their doctor.”
4) “That man is clever.”

3. Answer the questions:

1) Where did John Dolittle live?
2) What animals lived in his house?
3) Did Sarah Dolittle like the animals?
4) Why did people stop coming to see John Dolittle?
5) What did Doctor's friend tell him to do?
6) What did the parrot tell Doctor?
7) Why did the animals like John Dolittle?

4. Tick the right variant.

1) Once upon a time there was a doctor and his name 
was Mike Dolittle.

a) true  b) false  c) not stated
2) One day an old ledy sat on a hedgehog.

a) true  b) false  c) not stated
3) The doctor got more and more pets.

a) true  b) false  c) not stated
4) The doctor was 45 years old.

a) true  b) false  c) not stated
5) The pets were not happy.

a) true  b) false  c) not stated

5. Tell us about John Dolittle and his pets.
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DO YOU WANT TO 
BE POPULAR?
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WE LEARN LESSON

1. Talk about the sort of films you like from list:

- comedy  - horror
- crime   - historical
- romantic  - adventure
- fantasy  - documentary
Example: A: I like “Home Alone.”

It's a good comedy.

2. Look at three film reviews. What sort of films are they? 
Match the reviews with the pictures.

documentary

horror

comedy
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WE READ

3. Learn to read new words and sentences:

comedy ['kPmqdI], a comedy film. What is your favourite 
comedy film? Yesterday we went to the cinema to watch 
a comedy. 
crime [krQIm], a crime film. Do you like crime films. No, 
I don't. I like comedies.
romantic [rqV'mxntIk], a romantic film. Girls like 
romantic films and boys like crime films.
fantasy ['fxntqzI], a fantasy film. Fantasy is very 
popular in the XXI century.
horror ['hPrq], a horror film. My brother is watching a 
horror film. 
historical [hI'stPrIkql], a historical film. Historical films 
give us much information about history.
adventure [qd'ventSq], an adventure film. My father 
likes adventure films. 
documentary ["dOkju'mentqrI], a documentary film. Are 
there any documentary films on the programme today?

4. Read about the famous films. Have you seen them?

1. This story is about a little young fellow “Frodo” whom 
uncle Bilbo gave the magic ring. Frodo Baggins made a 
long journey to the Black Lord.

2. This film is about a young boy who has a strange scar 
on his forehead. He studied at Hogwarts school and was a 
magician.
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WE LISTEN

WE TALK

5. Listen to an interview from a film programme and answer 
the questions.

6. Take a photo of a film-star and tell about him:

- birthday
- the place where lives
- hobbies
- family
- profession

7. Name these actors and the films where they acted.
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8. Tell about your favourite sort of films.

9. Look at the cover of the DVD. What do you think it will be 
about? In pairs, make a list of ten words you think will be in 
the story.

10. Learn to write new words. 

WE WRITE

comedy, crime, romantic, horror, historical, adventure, 
documentary, fantasy
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LESSONWE READ

1. Read the text and try to remember as much as you can.

Cinema: How it All Began…
Cinema was born at the end of the 19th century. The 

first people who showed films to public were the Lumiere 
['lu:mIeq] Brothers of France. The first films showed 
moving people and transport, wars and short comedies. At 
first, films were shown everywhere: in music halls, clubs 
and shops. Charlie Chaplin made his first film “Making 
a Living” in 1914 in the USA. The Russian film industry 
was now going its own way. It produced great films where 
the famous actor Ivan Mosjoukhin played.

In 1927, Warner Brothers in Hollywood made the first 
film in which an actor sang and spoke. The film was called 
“Jazz Singer”. The silent film was dead in a year. The first 
colour films were made in the 1930s, but the black  and 
white films are made even today.

2. Now say:

1) in what country cinema was born;
2) when cinema was born; 
3) what showed the first films;
4) what made Charlie Chaplin first;
5) why the film “Jazz Singer” is important in the history 
of cinema;

3. Try to translate:

1. в конце 19 века;
2. были показаны везде;
3. немой фильм;
4. цветной фильм;
5. черно-белый фильм.
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4. Look at the pictures and give each film a grade.

WE TALK

The best film I've seen

Rather good

Not very interesting

The most boring film I've 
ever seen

5. Look through the two lists. Match the film titles on the left 
with the types of film on the right.

Dracula     a) comedy
Home Alone    b) crime
Sherlock Holmes   c) romantic
Gladiator    d) fantasy
Pretty Woman   e) horror
Guests from the Future   f) historical 
Harry Potter    g) adventure
Animal's life    h) documentary
Lord of the Rings
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WE WRITE

WE READ AND LEARN

6. Look at the photos of these two famous persons. You'll 
have some information about them. Ask each other questions 
about them.

Shean Connery was born on the 25th of August 
in 1930 in Edinburgh, Scotland. He is 79 now. 
His real name is Thomas Connery. He acted 
more than in 70 films. He is not only an actor but 
also a producer. He got a lot of prizes during his 
career such as «Oscar», «Golden Globe». His main 
role in the film is the part of James Bond.

Bimbolat Vataev was born in 1939 in 
Vladikavkaz. He died in 2000. B. Vataev is a 
national film actor of Russia. He acted not only 
in films but he also worked in the theatre. He 
is a prize winner of State premium and a prize 
winner of State premium in Literature and art. 
He was a minister of culture since 1994 till 2000.

7. Write a few words about your favourite actor or actress.

8. Answer the questions:

1) Do you think famous and popular people are happy? 
Why do you think so?
2) Do you want to become popular?
3) How to become popular?

7. Get some information about styles of music.

− Blues: traditional black American music. “Blue” means 
sad, and many blues songs are about how hard life is.

− Rock − a type of music, played using guitars.
− Pop − a type of music which we listen to on the radio, 

TV every day.
− Rap − a type of music in which words of a song are 

not sung, but spoken in time to music.
− Jazz − Black Americans religious songs.

LESSON
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2. Popular people are always in the centre of attention of 
those who love them. Read and answer the questions.

1) What kind of music and what group does Alan like?

I collect everything about my favourite group. I 
know what they like for breakfast, what cars they 
drive, where they live and what they like most of 
all. I am fond of Rap. The best thing about Rap is 
the concerts. I love music, but most of all rap.

2) What does Ann like most about her favourite singers?

I've been a fan for several years. I like the way 
he sings and dances. I've got some photographs, 
magazines, books, posters with his pictures on it. 
It makes me happy. The details of his life don't 
interest me.

3) What kind of music does Sam like?

If the music is good, I don't care if it's rock or 
rap. I prefer to listen to music on TV or on radio. 
To go to pop or rock concerts is too much. The 
fans don't give their favourite singers peace. It's 
silly, isn't it?

4) Who attracts you more - Alan, Ann, Sam?

I like… because…
I don't like… because…

3. Do you know the “Beatles”? Let's sing a song.

Yellow Submarine
In the town where I was born lived a man who sailed the sea,
And he told us of his life in the land of submarines.
So we sailed up to the sun till we found the sea of green.
And we lived beneath the waves in our yellow submarine.
We all live in our yellow submarine,.. 
And our friends are all on board, 
Many more of them live next door,
And the band begins to play. 
We all live in our yellow submarine, 
Everyone of us has all we need.
Sky of blue and sea of green in our yellow submarine.
We all live in our yellow submarine.
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LESSON

WE WRITE

WE READ

7. Choose the correct word and write down the sentences.

1) My (friend's, friends') name is Mike.
2) Our (children's, childrens') names are Katty and Nick.
3) My (brother's, brothers') names are Ben and Tom.
4) This is the (lady's, ladies') dress.
5) Look at (house's windows, window of the house).

8. Choose the correct word and write down the sentences.

1) Mark is (my, mine) cousin.
2) (Her, hers) house is big.
3) That (is, are) a dog.
4) Where are (a, the) pens?
5) (It's, its) a small dog.

1. Do you like classical music? Read the life story.
a) Here are new words from the text. Try to read and learn 

them.

*indeed [In'dJd] – на самом деле
*pale ['peIl] – бледный
*claws [klLz] – когти
*violin ['vQIqlIn] – скрипка
*modern ['mOdn] – современный
*crowd [krQud] – толпа

Niccolo Paganini
He was a very odd little boy indeed*. 

He was thin and his face was pale*. He 
had burning eyes, hands like bird claws* 
and long black hair. He was very poor. His 
father was a music teacher. One day the 
young Niccola  discovered the violin*. He 
practiced hard day after day, without eating 
and sleeping sometimes. When he was ten 
“Nicco” had his first concert.

His concerts were wonderful. He always dressed in black. 
Paganini became as rich and famous as many modern* 
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pop stars. Crowds* followed him in the street and some 
people even wrote poems about him.

b) Read the text again and match these titles with the 
paragraphs.

− concerts  − childhood  − lifestyle
c) Answer these questions.

1) Why did Paganini look strange as a boy?
2) At what age did he become successful?
3) How was Paganini like a modern pop star?

2. Look at these famous people. Find classical musicians and 
name them. 

WE TALK
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4. Write a short review (good or bad) of a concert you have 
been to or seen on video.

1. Work in pairs. Guess what film your partner described. Do 
you like or dislike this film?

2. Make the list of traits of character you need to become 
popular.

3. Your friend wants to become an actor/singer. He thinks 
the actors' (singers') profession very romantic. Tell him 
about problems of these professions.

4. Each pupil writes a sentence recommending a film on a 
piece of paper. Take turns to select a paper and read out the 
sentence. Guess who wrote it.

Example: A: Home Alone is worth seeing.
B: I think Sam wrote it.

5. Listen to three film reviews and match them with the 
posters. 

3. Make a report about your favourite classical musician.

WE WRITE

REVISION LESSON LESSON

documentary

horror

historical
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6. Discuss in pairs.

1) What animals have you seen acting in films? Name 
these films.
2) Which animals do you think are easiest to train?
3) Do you think it is cruel to use animals in films?

7. Make a project about your favourite type of music, your 
favourite singer or group.

8. Let's remember the new words from Unit 6.

1. Make up sentences with these words:

a) comedy, adventure, horror, crime films, cinema, 
favourite, DVD-Disk, television, actor, actress.
b) jazz, rock, blues, classical music, group, concert, CD  
Disk, TV programmes, posters, singer.

2. Use the right form of the verbs.

1) Where did you … last weekend?
a) go   b) went  c) have gone

2) I … to the seaside 3 years ago.
a) have gone b) went  c) go

3) They … just … to Moscow by plane.
a) have gone b) went  c) go 

4) We … at the hotel.
a) will stay  b) stays  c) to stay

horror, adventure, documentary, romantic, comedy,  
crime, fantasy, rock, jazz, pop, classical, blues, rap

LESSON

LESSON

OPTIONAL LESSON

TEST
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5) What a wonderful house you …!
a) have  b) has  c) have had

3. Match the sentences with the picture. 

1. I like airplanes. I'm going to be a 
pilot.
2. It's very hot. I'll open the window.
3. Get up or you'll be late for school.
4. I've got a toothache. I am going to 
see my dentist.

4. Complete the text with the prepositions: at, in, on.

“I usually get up … seven o'clock but sometimes, … the 
weekend, I lie in bed until nine. It's difficult to get up … 
winter because it's dark but … summer I'm often up by 
six! My birthday's … summer, …  July 14th. I was born 
… 1998. Last year I went to the cinema … my birthday. It 
was brilliant!”

5. Complete the questions and the short answers:

1. … father go to work in the morning?
Yes, ... .
2. … you help your father?
No, ….
3. … she watch TV every day?
Yes,… .
4. … you already done your homework?
Yes,… .
5. … she visit grandmother at the weekends?
No, ….
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HOME-READINGLESSON

Peter Pan

If you ask your mother if she knew about Peter Pan 
when she was a little girl, she will say, “Why, of course 
I did, child”. And if you ask her if he rode a goat in 
those days, she will say, “What a foolish question to ask. 
Certainly he did.”

Then if you ask your grandmother if she knew about 
Peter Pan when she was a girl, she also says, “Why, of 
course I did, child.” But if you ask her if he rode a goat 
in those days, she says that she never heard that he had 
a goat. Perhaps she has forgotten, just as she sometimes 
forgets your name and calls you Mildred which is your 
mother's name.

Goat or on goat it shows that Peter is very old but really 
he is always the same age. His age is one week. When he 
was seven days old he went out of the window and flew 
to Kensington Gardens. If you think he was the only 
young child who wanted to do this it shows how you have 
forgotten your own young days. Think very hard and you 
will remember that you wanted to go back to the tree just 
as the birds.

When Peter Pan stood on the windowsill he could see 
the trees in Kensington Gardens. When he saw them he 
forgot that he was a little boy in pyjamas and he started 
to fly. He flew over the houses to the gardens. He didn't 
know that he was a bird. When he tried to catch a fly he 
couldn't because he tried with his hand. He saw a lot of 
fairies. They were all very busy and didn't see him. He 
was thirsty now, so he flew to the pond to have a drink. 
He tried to drink like a bird but forgot that he didn't have 
a beak but a nose.

Then he wanted to sleep. At first it was hard to be 
comfortable on the branches of the trees but soon he 
learnt and fell asleep. He woke up in the night. As 
everybody knows what seems a warm night to birds is a 
cold night to a boy in pyjamas.

Peter wanted to talk to the fairies but to his surprise 
they all ran away and hid when he came near. They 
shouted, “There's a boy in the park.” Peter never thought 
for a moment that he was the boy because he was a bird. 
He wanted to talk to the birds but he couldn't find any 
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to talk to. They all flew away from him. Poor little Peter 
Pan! He sat down and cried. But even if he thought he 
was a bird he did not sit as a bird he didn't lose his faith 
in the fact that he could fly. Why can birds fly and we 
can't? It is only because they have faith, because to have 
faith is to have wings.

1. Check your facts.

1) When Peter Pan stood on the windowsill he could see. 
a) the pond in Kensington Gardens
b) the fairies in Kensington Gardens
c) the trees in Kensington Gardens
d) the birds in Kensington Gardens
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2) When Peter Pan went out of the window he was
a) two years old
b) two months old
c) seven years old
d) seven days old

3) Peter Pan thought he was 
a) a cat
b) a bird
c) a parrot

4) Peter Pan went to sleep
a) in the pond
b) on the grass
c) on the branches of the trees

2. Correct the wrong sentences.

1) Peter Pan was the only child who wanted to fly to 
Kensington Gardens.

2) Peter had two wings with which he could fly.
3) He thought that he was a bird.
4) He was thirsty, so he flew to the pond to have a drink
and he drank like a bird.
5) What seems a warm night to a bird is a cold night
to a boy in pyjamas.
6) Peter wanted to talk to the fairies and they liked his 

company.

3. Answer the questions.

1) How old is Peter Pan?
2) What do they say he rode?
3) Who did he meet in Kensington Gardens?
4) Why did he sit down and cry?
5) What do the words “to have faith is to have wings 
mean?

4. Retell the story.
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HOW DO YOU TREAT 
THE EARTH?
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WE LEARNLESSON

1. Look at the picture and say how people help our nature, 
keep our Earth clean.

to make homes for birds

to take care of animals 

to paint benches

to water the trees

to plant

to gather rubbish
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2. Tell how you help to protect nature.

3. Read the signs.
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4. Look at the pictures and tell what pollute our Earth.

5. Try to read the new words and sentences.

[A] rubber, rubbish. You must always put rubbish into 
a rubbish bin. Don't throw rubbish to plant. to plant. 
Plant flowers and trees.
[eI] to create. Create homes for birds. to take care of. My 
brother takes care of all the dogs and cats.
[q] to pollute. Cars and factories pollute the air.
to protect. We must protect our Nature.

6. What do you think of the these rules.

Keep the country clean!
Take care of animals!
Water flowers and trees!
Grow flowers and trees!
Clean your house!
Don't throw rubbish!

WE READ

WE TALK
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7. Children like to spend their free time in the countryside. 
But look what happens when they break the rules.

8. What do you do to keep the Earth clean?

9. What happens if you don't clean the Earth?

10. Learn to write the new words.

WE WRITE

rubbish, plant, create, protect, pollute, 
take care of 
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WE READLESSON

1. There are a lot of people who think about the future of 
animals, others take care of birds, others of plants.

1) What does Mitya think about taking care of Nature?
I think it is necessary to help wild animals. 

My relatives are wildlife specialists. They are 
taking care of wild animals. My uncle is happy 
to do it. He thinks animals can't live without 
the help of caring people.

2) What does Chermen think about protecting 
the plant?
The problem of polluting nature is much  

spoken about on TV, radio and in newspapers. 
We have a programme of nature. We read them 
and try to take care of nature.

3) What does Lucy think about taking care of 
our Earth?
The problem of ecology is important now. 

People all over the world must keep the country 
clean, water the flowers and trees, mustn't 
pollute air and water, throw rubbish everywhere.

2. Read to know why elephants are in danger.

Giants in Danger
Elephants need a lot of water. Grown-ups drink as 

much as 50 gallons (189 litres) a day. The animals use 
water in other ways as well. After they have enough to 
drink, they fill their trunks and spray their bodies. The 
showers cool the elephants that join small family groups 
who rest under the trees. Elephants rest only during the 
hottest part of the day and for a few hours each night. 
The rest of the time, they eat. In fact, elephants spend 
about 16 hours a day eating.

Today many elephants in Africa are dying because they don't 
have enough to eat or to drink and because they don't have 
enough space to live in.

Hunters kill thousands of elephants every year. Some kill them 
for their tusks.
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WE TALK

Specialists think that only two million elephants live on the planet 
today.

3. Chose the correct answer.

1) Elephants need water
a) to drink only
b) to drink and to shower their bodies
c) to drink and to swim in it.

2) Elephants eat
a) tree times a day
b) one time a day
c) more than ten hours a day

3) Elephants are killed
a) for their meat
b) for their skin
c) for tusks

4. Match names of the animals with their pictures and with 
something that you think they can do well.

a) catch hens   d) climb
b) guard horses  e) travel without food or water
c) remember
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WE LEARNLESSON

Remember!
Modal Verbs

can − could − могу, умею (возможность что-нибудь 
сделать)
must − должен (долженствование)
need − надо (необходимость)
may − might − можно (разрешение)
1) I can play the piano. I cannot swim.
2) You may take my pen. You may not come in.
3) You must help animals. You mustn't smoke here.

1. Tell what Ann must do.

Clean the office    v
Water the flowers    v
Answer the phone    v
Read the newspapers   v

2. Tell what Alan must do.

Plant trees     v
Water the trees    v
Gather rubbish    v
Paint benches     v
Make homes for birds   v
Take care of animals   v

3. Translate these sentences from English into Russian.

1) I can answer the questions. 2) Kate can speak English 
well. 3) I couldn't ski when I was little. 4) Mike should so 
many books. 5) My sister need not write this letter. 6) May I 
invite Nick to our house? 7) May I go to the post office with 
Sam? 8) He must read this book. 9) Everybody must come to 
school in time. 10) I must help my mother today.
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4. Translate these sentences from Russian into English.

1) Моя сестра не умеет кататься на коньках. 2) Никто 
не мог помочь мне. 3) Мы, может быть, поедем за город 
в воскресенье. 4) Ты не должен загрязнять нашу плане-
ту. 5) Ты должен делать уроки каждый день. 6) Тебе не-
зачем покупать хлеб. 7) Ему незачем делать это сегодня.

5. Look at the picture and tell what these animals can, must, 
may or need do.
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WE LEARN BY HEART

6. Learn this poem by heart.

The Invitation
Away, away, from men and towers,
To the wild woods, and the downs-
To the silent wilderness
Where the soul need not repress
Its music, while the touch of Nature's art
Harmonies heart to heart.

1. Read the dialogue and discuss it.

S: It's an interesting world we live in!
O: Yes, you are right!
S: But we pollute our beautiful planet.
O: Yes. When I went with parents to the seaside last 

summer, I was surprised that the water was not blue but 
brown with rubbish. 

S: Besides millions of tons of oil are released into the 
sea every year.

O: How many seabirds and animals die because of it.
S: I think people must solve this problem.
O: It depends on us. We must protect our planet and not 

pollute it.

2. Are you a friend of the planet? The problem of ecology 
is important now. Make posters where you ask to protect 
nature.

WE READLESSON
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TONGUE-TWISTER

WE LEARN BY HEART

WE WRITE

3. Tongue-Twisters.

A giraffe in jeans jumping over the bridge. 
Twice is two, twice ten is twenty. 
Three crooked cripples went through
Cripplegate, and through Cripplegate went three crooked 
cripples.
Three grey geese in the green grass grazing, 
Grey were the geese and green was the grazing.
That fish has a fat fin,
This has a fat fin,
That has a thinner fin,
Than that fish.

4. This is a small nature poem. Learn it by heart.

Wild Kingdom
All woods are home to animals,
So we behaved like guests
We only looked and never touched,
The birds' and rabbits' nests.

5. Write what Ammy could do when she was five years old 
and what she can do now.

Age 5 Age 5
Ammy sing

walk
speak
jump
play

Ammy write
read
swim
translate
cook

Example: When Ammy was five she could sing.
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LESSON REVISION LESSON

1. Why are you protecting our planet? Give reasons.

2. Look at these characters. They try to protect their fairy-land.
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LESSON

OPTIONAL LESSON

3. In pairs, interview you partner and find out what he/she 
must do at school.

listen to the cassette
work in groups
read 
speak to your partner
write letters
make up dialogues
do tests
do grammar exercises
crosswords/puzzles
work with a dictionary 
draw
sing

4. Tell what you mustn't do at school 

5. Make a list of what you can do and complete it with your 
partner.

Let's remember the new words from Unit VII.

1. Write the rules you know to protect nature.

2. Complete the sentences with one of the modal verbs you know.

1) She … dance because she broke her leg.
2) Your father is sleeping. You … be noisy.

to plant, to make homes for birds, trees,to pollute 
air, to throw (gather) rubbish, to protect planet 
(Earth), must, can – could, may – might, need

LESSON

TEST
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3) Birds … fly.
4) Mark … speak English.
5) You … come in.
6) You … take a pencil. I have one.
7) Ann … take her medicine.

3. Make up sentences with these word combinations:

to pollute air, to water the flowers, to make houses for 
birds, to throw rubbish, to plant trees

4. Choose the correct answer.

1) My lesson starts … 5 o'clock.
a) on  b) at  c) in

2) My father usually buys a newspaper ... the morning.
a) in  b) on  c) at

3) The supermarket is closed ... Sunday.
a) on  b) at  c) in

4) We get presents ... Christmas.
a) on  b) at  c) in

5. Write a composition (8-10 sentences) How to protect our 
planet.

Read the tale “The Magic Fishbone”. These words will help 
you.

fishmonger ['fISmANgq] – торговец рыбой
fairy ['fFrI] – волшебница
delicious [dI'lISqs] – вкусный
pocket ['pOkIt] – карман

The Magic Fishbone
There once was a king and he had a queen. They had 

nineteen children. They were from seven to seventeen 
years old. Alicia, the oldest, took care of them all. One 
day the king was on his way to work and he stopped at 
the fishmonger's* to buy a pound and a half of fish. Mr. 

LESSON HOME-READING
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Pickles, the fishmonger, said, “Good morning, sir. A pound 
and a half of fish. Do you want anything else?” The king 
didn't want anything. He was not very happy because his 
children didn't have any new clothes.

Just then an old lady came in. The king thought that 
the lady must be a fairy or how could she know that. The 
old lady read the king's thoughts again and said, “I am 
a good *fairy Grandmaria. When you go home to dinner 
tonight invite Princess Alicia to have some of the fish you 
have just bought. When the beautiful Princess Alicia eats 
the fish you will find she will leave a fish-bone on her 
plate. Tell her to wash it and keep it. It is a present from 
me. She must take care of it. It will give her anything that 
she wants.

The king wanted to ask Grandmaria a question. But 
where was she? She was not there.

At home he invited Princess Alicia to eat some fish. She 
enjoyed it very much. The king saw the fish-bone on the 
plate and he told Alicia to wash it and to take good care of 
it.

The next day the queen was not very well. “Oh dear, 
my head, my head,” she said. Princess Alicia took care of 
her mother. She cooked her a good breakfast, a *delicious 
lunch and a wonderful dinner. There were not many 
people to help her because the king had no money.

Every evening when the queen was not well, Alicia sat 
with her father next to her mother's bed. One evening the 
king said to Alicia, “Where is the magic fishbone?” “In my 
*pocket”. You haven't forgotten it then, have you?” “No, I 
haven't, father,” Alicia said.

One day Princess Alicia said to her brothers and sisters, 
“Today you will all be cooks”.

All the children baked bread and cooked the meal. They 
had a wonderful time and danced and sang in the kitchen. 
But Alicia saw her father at the door. He was so unhappy. 
Alicia spoke to her brothers and sisters. They quietly went 
out of the kitchen and left Alicia with their father. “What 
is the matter?” She asked. “I haven't any money and the 
children need new clothes,” said the king.

“Have you no money at all?” “None, my child”. “Can't 
you get any from anywhere?” “I have tried very hard. I 
have tried everything.”

When she heard these last words, Princess Alicia began 
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to put her hand into her pocket where she kept the magic 
fishbone. “Father”, said Alicia, “When we have done our 
very best, I think it is time to ask others for help”. As 
she took the fishbone out of her pocket the good fairy 
Grandmaria came into the room in her beautiful clothes.

“You have always been a good and clever girl,” said the 
old lady, “and you have always helped your family and 
friends. Now you have found the secret of the magic fish-
bone.” Grandmaria turned to the king and said, “Do you 
understand why Alicia did not need the magic fish-bone 
before?” The king said he did and that he was very sorry. 
Then the queen and all the children came into the room. 
They were dressed in new clothes. The last words that the 
old lady said to them were, “Clothes are not everything. 
Be good and try your best and you will be happy ever 
after.”

1. Choose the right variant.

1) Alicia kept the magic fishbone in 
a) her bedroom 
b) her bag 
c) her pocket 
d) the kitchen

2) The king bought
a) a pound and a half of fish 
b) meat
c) potatoes
d) carrots

3) The king thought that Grandmaria was a fairy because
a) she could read his thoughts 
b) she said she was
c) she was beautiful

4) all the children
a) watered the flowers   
b) washed the dishes
c) baked bread

2. Correct these sentences from the text.

1) She cooked her a nice breakfast, a good lunch but a 
bad dinner.

2) “It is a magic fish-bone”, he said, “and it will bring 
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you anything you want at any time”.
3) When we have tried hard and have done our best, I 

think we shouldn't ask for help.

3. Say who did the following:

1) took care of her mother 
2) was very busy 
3) cooked a delicious lunch
4) baked bread and coked the meal

4. Tell the story of the fishbone.
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English-Ossetian-Russian
Vocabulary

Aa

abbey ['xbI] аббатство
across [q'krPs] сæрты, сквозь, 

через
admiral ['xdmrql] адмирал 
adventure [qd'ventSq] цау 

(приключение)
air [eq] уæлдæф, воздух
alone [q'lqVn] иунæг, один
already [Ll'redI] уæдмæ, уже
answer ['Rnsq] дзуапп 

дæттын, отвечать
architect ['RkItekt] 

архитектор
arrow ['xrqV] фат, стрела
art [Rt] аивад, искусство 

(ИЗО  предмет шк.)
artist ['RtIst] нывгæнæг, 

художник
attract [q'trxkt] æргом 

здахын, привлекать 

Bb

ballet ['bxleI] балет
believe [bI'lJv] æууæндын, 

верить
bell [bel] дзæнгæрæг, звонок
behind [bI'hQInd] 

фæстæрдыгæй, сзади
bench ['bentS] бадæн, 

скамейка

between [bI'twJn] æхсæн, 
между 

birch [bE:tS] бæрз, берёза
blackboard ['blxkbLd] фæйнæг,  

доска
blind [blQInd] куырм, слепой
bottom ['bPtqm] бын, дно
branch [brQntS] къалиу, ветка
break [breIk] улæфты рæстæг, 

перемена
to break – broke ['breIk-brouk]

сæттын, ломать
bridge [brIG] хид, мост
building ['bIldIng] бæстыхай, 

здание
business ['bIznqs] бизнес
burn – burnt [bE:n  bE:nt] 

судзын, гореть
bravery ['bre'verI] 

хъæбатырдзинад, смелость
bank [bxNk] доныбыл, берег
buried ['berId] ныгæд, 

похороненный 

Cc

cabbage ['kxbIG] къабуска, 
капуста

can – could [kxn -kud] фæразын, 
мочь

canteen [kxn'tJn] хæрæндон, 
столовая

canyon ['kxnjqn] каньон
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capital ['kxpItl] сæйраг сахар, 
столица

capitol ['kxpItl] капитолий
career [kq'rIq] карьера
cartoon [kq'tHn] мультфильм
cathedral [kq'TJdrql] собор
cassette – recorder 

[kq'set"rI'kLdq] магнитофон
cheat [tSJt] сайын, обманывать
church [tSq:tS] аргъуан, 

церковь
cinema ['sInqmq] кинотеатр
centre ['sentq] центр
classmate ['klRsmeIt] 

æмкъласон, одноклассник
classroom ['klRsrHm] кълас, 

класс
clean [klJn] сыгъдæг кæнын, 

чистить
climb [klQIm] сбырын, 

взбираться
claw [klO] дзæмбы, коготь
century ['senCerI] æнус, век
compare [kqm'peq] абарын,

сравнить
composer [kqm'pqVzq] 

композитор
conquer ['kOnkq] басæттын, 

завоевать
commercial [kq'mE:Sl] 

коммерцион, коммерческий
consist of [kqn'sIst] уæвын, 

состоять из
concert ['kPnsqt] концерт
comedy ['kPmqdI] комеди, 

комедия
count [kQunt] нымайын, 

считать
corner ['kLnq] къуым, угол
create [krI'eIt] аразын, 

создавать
crime [krQIm] фыдракæнд, 

преступление 
crowd [krQud] къорд, дзыллæ,

толпа
culture ['kAlCq] культурæ, 

культура
cut – cut [kAt] лыг кæнын, 

резать
correctly [kq'rektlI] раст, 

правильно

Dd

danger ['deInGq] тас, опасность
dawn [dLn] боныцъæх, 

рассвет
decide [dI'sQId] уынаффæ 

кæнын, решать
declaration ["deklq'reISqn] 

деклараци, декларация
delicious [dI'lISqs] хæрзад, 

вкусный
describe [dI'skrQIb] сфыссын, 

описать
desk [desk] партæ, парта
dictionary ['dIkSnqrI] дзырдуат, 

словарь
die [dQI] мæлын, умирать
discuss [dI'skAs] тæрхон кæнын, 

обсуждать
discovery [dIs'kAvqrI] 

æнтыстдзинад, открытие
district ['dIstrIkt] район
dislike [dIs'lQIk] фыдзæрдæ 

дарын, ненавидеть
display [dIs'pleI] æвдисын, 

показывать
divide [dI'vQId] дих кæнын, 

делить
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documentary ["dOkju'mentqrI] 
документалон кино, 
документальный фильм

dry [drQI] хус, сухой
duel ['dju:ql] дуэль
during ['djuqrIN] рæстæг, 

во время
difference ['dIfrqns] хъауджы, 

разница

Ee

eagle [Jgl] цæргæс, орёл
earth [E:T] зæхх, земля
enough [J'nAf] æгъгъæд, 

достаточно
epoch ['JpPk] дуг, эпоха
ensemble ['On'sOmbl] ансамбль
exercise-book ['eksqsQIz 'buk] 

тетрад, тетрадь
ever ['evq] искуы, 

когда-нибудь
English ['INliS] англисаг æвзаг, 

англ. яз. (предмет)

Ff

fairy ['fFrI] кæлæнгæнæг, 
волшебница

fame [feIm] кад, слава
famous ['feImqs] кадджын, 

известный
far [fR] дард, далеко
flag [flxg] тырыса, флаг
flower ['flQVq] дидинæг, цветок
founder ['fQundq] 

бындурæвæрæг, 
основоположник

forget – forgot [fq'get-fqgOt] рох 
кæнын, забывать 

fortress ['fLtrqs] гæнах, 
крепость

freedom ['frJdqm] сæрибар, 
свобода

front [frAnt] in front of разæй, 
впереди

friendship ['frendSIp] 
лымæндзинад, дружба

Gg

gallery ['gxlerI] галерей, 
галерея

gardener ['gRdnq] дыргъдонмæ 
кæсæг, садовник

gather ['gxDq] æмбырд кæнын, 
собирать

genius ['GJnIqs] гений
geography [GIPgrqfI] географи, 

урок географии
giant ['GQIqnt] уæйыг, великан
gift [gIft] лæвар, подарок
grammar ['grxmq] грамматикæ, 

грамматика
great [greIt] егъау, великий
goat [gqVt] цæу, козёл

Hh

handicraft ['hxndIkrRft] 
фæллой, труд

heart [hRt] зæрдæ, сердце
hedgehog ['heGhPg] уызын, 

ёжик
historical ['hI'stPrIkql] 

историон, исторический
history ['hIstqrI] истори, 

история
honest ['OnIst] сыгъдæгзæрдæ, 

честный
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honour ['Onq] кад, намыс; 
честь

horror ['hPrq] азар, тас; ужасы
hospitable ['hOspItqbl] 

уазæгуарзаг, гостеприимный
hospital ['hOspItql] рынчындон, 

больница
hungry ['hANrI] æххормаг, 

голодный
hymn [hIm] гимн
hill [hIl] обау, холм

Ii

important [Im'pLtnt] ахсджиаг, 
важный

indeed [In'dJd] æнæмæнг, 
в самом деле

independence ["IndI'pendqns] 
сæрибардзинад, 
независимость

infant ['Infqnt] сывæллæтты 
скъола (5-7 азы)

information ["Infq'meISn] 
информаци; информация

if [If] кæд; куы; если

Jj

junior ['GHnIq] сывæллæтты 
скъола (7-11 азы)

just [GAst] ныртæккæ, только 
что

Kk

king [kIN] къарол, король
kingdom ['kINdqm] къаролад, 

королевство
knee [nJ] уæраг, колено

Ll 

landscape ['lxndskeIp] пейзаж
language ['lxNwIG] æвзаг, язык
learn learnt [lE:n-lE:nt] ахуыр 

кæнын, учить
lesson [lesn] урок
liberty ['lJbqtI] сæрибар, свобода
library ['lQIbrqrI] чиныгдон, 

библиотека
listen [lIsn] хъусын, слушать
left [left] галиу, левый
literature ['lItrICq] литература, 

литературæйы урок

Mm

magazine ['mxgxzIn] журнал
magic ['mxGIk] æлутон, 

волшебный 
main [meIn] сæйраг, главный
mark [mRk] бæрæггæнæн, 

оценка
medicine ['medsIn] хос, 

лекарство
meet – met [mJt-met] æмбæлын, 

встречать
mention ['menSn] зæрдыл 

æрлæууын кæнын, 
напомнить

merrily ['merIlI] хъæлдзæгæй, 
весело

Maths [mxTs] математикæ, 
математика

mirror ['mIrq] кæсæн, зеркало
monument ['mOnjument] 

цыртдзæвæн, памятник
mostly ['mqustlI] фылдæр, 

большей частью, главным 
образом
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Motherland ['mADqlqnd] 
райгуырæн бæстæ, родина

modern ['mOdn] нырыккон, 
современный

museum [mju'zIqm] музей
music ['mjuzIk] музыкæ, 

музыка
must [mAst] хъуамæ, должен
mean – meant [mJn-ment] 

нысан кæнын, означать

Nn

nature ['neItSq] æрдз, 
природа

near [nIq] цур, æввахс; около
needed ['nJdId] хъæугæ, 

необходимый
nest [nest] ахстон, гнездо
never ['nevq] никуы, никогда
noble ['noVbl] уæздан, 

благородный
nursery ['nE:sqrI] сывæллæтты 

рæвдауæндон, детский сад

Oo

official [q'fISl] официалон, 
официальный

open ['oVpqn] гом кæнын, 
открывать

opera ['Pprq] оперæ, опера
opposite ['OpqzIt] бакомкоммæ, 

напротив
orchestra ['LkIstrq] оркестр
order ['Ldq] бафæдзæхсын, 

поручать
Ossetian [P'setIqn] ирон, 

осетинский (предмет)
over ['oVvq] уæле, над

Pp 

painter ['peIntq] нывгæнæг, 
художник 

palace ['pxlIs] галуан, дворец
pale [peIl] фæлурс, бледный 
parliament ['pRlqmqnt] 

парламент
part [pRt] хай, часть
peace [pJs] сабырдзинад, мир
pen [pen] ручкæ, ручка
pencil [pensl] кърандас, 

карандаш
pocket ['pOkIt] дзыпп, карман
poem ['pqVIm] æмдзæвгæ, 

поэмæ; стихотворение, поэма
poet ['pqVIt] поэт
pollute [pq'lHt] чъизи кæнын, 

загрязнять
popular ['pOpjulq] номдзыд, 

популярный
plant [plQnt] ныссадзын, 

вырастить
portrait ['pLtrqt] сурæт, 

портрет
post-office ['pqVst"PfIs] почтæ, 

почта
pond [pOnd] цад, пруд
P.E. Physical Education 

['fIzIkl"edjHkeISn] физкультура
play [pleI] пьесæ, пьеса
prepare [prI'peq] бацæттæ 

кæнын, подготовить
protect [prq'tekt] хъахъхъæнын, 

защищать
prize [prQIz] хорзæх, приз
primary ['prQImqrI] сæйраг, 

основной
public ['pAblIk] адæмон, 

общественный 
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puppet ['pApIt] куклаты (театр), 
кукольный

prison [prIzn] ахæстон, тюрьма
premium ['prJmIqm] преми, 

премия

Qq 

quiet ['kwQIqt] сабыр, 
спокойный

queen [kwJn] королева

Rr

raven [reIvn] халон, ворон
reach [rJC] бахæццæ уæвын

(бынатмæ), достичь
really ['rJlI] æнæмæнг, 

действительно
relative ['relqtIv] хæстæг, 

родственник
represent ['reprI'zent] æвдисын, 

представлять
republic [rI'pAblIk] республикæ, 

республика
republican [rI'pAblIkqn] 

республикон, республиканский
retell [rI'tel] радзурын, 

пересказать
right [rQIt] рахиз, правый
return [rI'tE:n] фæстæмæ

здæхын, возвращаться
road [roVd] фæндаг, дорога
romantic [rqV'mxntIk] 

романтический
rhyme [rQIm] рифма
rubbish ['rAbIS] бырæттæ, мусор
rubber ['rAbq] фыстхалæн, 

ластик
ruler ['rulq] линейка

Russian ['rASn] уырыссаг, 
русский

rich [rIC] хъæздыг, богатый

Ss

sail [seIl] ленк кæнын, плыть
see – saw ['sJ-'sL] уынын, 

видеть
shake – shook [SeIk-SHk] тилын, 

трясти
situated, to be situated 

['sItjuetId] уæвын, находиться
sightseeing ['sQIt'sIJN] 

достопримечательность
sky [skQI] арв, небо
science ['sQIqns] ахуырад, наука
scientific ['sQIqn'tIfIk] 

ахуырадон, научный
scientist ['sQIqntIst] ахуыргонд, 

учёный
sell – sold [sel-sqVld] уæй

кæнын, продавать
sculpture [skAlpCq] скульптурæ, 

скульптура
sometimes ['sAmtQImz] хаттæй- 

хатт, иногда
soap ['sqVp] сапон, мыло
specialist ['speSIqlIst] дæсны, 

специалист
square ['skweq] фæз, площадь
start [stRt] райдайын, начать
stairs [stFqz] асинтæ, лестница
station ['steISn] станци, 
станция
strength [streNT] тых, хъару; 

сила
stripe [strQIp] таг, полоса
subject ['sAbGekt] дисциплинæ, 

предмет
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success [sqk'ses] æнтыстдзинад, 
успех

symphony ['sImfqnI] симфони, 
симфония

swan [swLn] доныхъаз, лебедь

Tt

talented ['txlqntId] 
курдиатджын, 
талантливый

take care of [teIk kFqr] 
рæвдауын, заботиться

theatre ['TIqtq] театр
these – those [DIz-DqVz] ацытæ – 

уыцытæ, эти – те
this – that [DIs-Dxt] ацы – уыцы, 

этот – тот
throw – threw [TrqV-TrH] 

æппарын, бросать
timetable ['tQIm'teIbl] 

расписани, расписание
tower [tauq] мæсыг, башня
thousand ['TQuznd] мин, 

тысяча
tourist ['tVqrIst] турист
truth [trHT] рæстдзинад, 

правда
tree [trJ] бæлас, дерево
treat [trJt] зилын, обходиться
twins [twInz] фаззæттæ, 

близнецы

Uu

uniform ['jHnIfLm] формæ, 
форма

understand ['Andq'stxnd] 
æмбарын, понимать

university ["jHnI'vE:sqtI] 
университет

upstairs ['Ap"stFqz] уæлейы, 
наверху

Vv

village ['vIlIG] хъæу, деревня
violin ['vQIqlIn] хъисынфæндыр,

скрипка
visitor ['vIzItq] уазæг, 

посетитель
voyage ['vPIG] балц доны 

сæрты, морское путешествие

Ww

wheel [wJl] цалх, колесо
wildlife [wQIldlQIf] æрдз, 

живая природа
wonder ['wAndq] дис, чудо
wonderful ['wAndqfl] диссаг, 

чудесный
worth [wE:T] to be worth of 

аккаг, быть достойным
world ['wqld] дуне, мир
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